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SUMMARY
With the developments in Information and Communication Technologies, Internet
has become an important part of our daily life on which we work, study, research,
entertain, communicate and shop. Internet has also become an important part of
businesses on which they conduct their business transactions, monitor their
operations, communicate with their stakeholders and much more. World Wide Web
has brought these two parties together in order to perform business-to-consumer
commercial activities. Beside traditional businesses moving onto online medium,
many online companies have been emerged and become major industry players.
Internet’s ability to find broad market opportunities, removing physical distances and
presenting serious cost saving opportunities, tempted many entrepreneurs and many
successful business models have been emerged and have grew rapidly in years. One
of them is the private shopping concept, which has been developed in Europe last
decade and come to Turkey three years ago. These private shopping websites present
manufacturer/designer brands with large discounts, in limited time and only to their
members. The concept has provided many advantages for consumers,
manufacturers/designers and the websites. Consumers have reacted enthusiastically
and these websites have grown so big so fast. From these standpoints, the aim of this
research is to analyze the private shopping concept and its development.
Furthermore, by developing a comprehensive consumer behavior model, consumer
purchase behavior from these websites and effective determinants in the process are
tried to be identified. Required data were obtained from a custom designed online
consumer survey and later on subjected to statistical analyses. Customer services,
website atmospherics, discount rates, applied sales promotion tools, promotion
durations and members’ past online shopping experiences are found to be the
significant determinants of consumer purchasing behavior. Private shopping concept
is predicted to be developing more in upcoming years with the development of ecommerce in Turkey.
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ÖZEL ALIġVERĠġ SĠTELERĠNDE SATIN ALMA DAVRANIġINI
ETKĠLEYEN FAKTÖRLER: WEBSĠTESĠ ÖZELLĠKLERĠ, TÖKETĠCĠMERKEZLĠ
GÖSTERGELER
VE
SATIġ
PROMOSYONLARINI
KAPSAYAN TÜKETĠCĠ-TEMELLĠ BĠR MODEL
ÖZET
Bilgi ve ĠletiĢim Teknolojileri’ndeki geliĢmelerle birlikte, Ġnternet, üzerinde
çalıĢtiğımız, araĢtırma yaptığımız, eğlendiğimiz, iletiĢim kurduğumuz ve alıĢveriĢ
yaptığımız, günlük hayatımızın önemli bir parçası olmuĢtur. Internet aynı zamanda,
iĢletmeler için de iĢlemlerini gerçekleĢtirdikleri, operasyonlarını izledikleri,
paydaĢlarıyla iletiĢim halinde bulundukları ve daha birçok iĢlemi gerçekleĢtirdikleri
önemli bir ortam olmuĢtur. Internet, iĢletmeden-tüketiciye ticari iĢlemler
gerçekleĢtirmek için bu iki tarafı biraraya getirmektedir. Geleneksel iĢletmelerin bu
ortama taĢınmasının yanında, birçok çevrimiçi Ģirket ortaya çıkmıĢ ve önemli
endüstri oyuncuları haline gelmiĢlerdir. Internet’in geniĢ pazar fırsatları bulma
olanağı sağlaması, fiziksel mesafeleri ortadan kaldırması ve ciddi maliyet tasarrufu
fırsatları sunması birçok giriĢimciyi cezbetmiĢ, birçok baĢarılı iĢ modeli ortaya
çıkmıĢ ve bu baĢarılı iĢ modelleri yıllar içinde hızla büyümüĢlerdir. Bunlardan biri
Avrupa’da son on yıl içinde geliĢen, Türkiye’ye de üç sene önce gelen özel alıĢveriĢ
kavramıdır. Bu özel alıĢveriĢ siteleri üretici/tasarımcı markaların ürünlerini yüksek
oranda indirimlerle ve sınırlı zaman diliminde, sadece üyelerine satıĢa sunmaktadır.
Kavram; hem üretici/tasarımcı, hem tüketici, hem de Ġnternet sitesinin kendisi için
birçok fayda sağlamaktadır. Tüketiciler bu önermeleri heyecanla karĢılamıĢlar ve bu
siteler Ģimdiye kadar çok hızlı bir Ģekilde büyümüĢlerdir. Bu noktalardan hareketle,
bu çalıĢmanın amacı özel alıĢveriĢ kavramını ve geliĢimini araĢtırmaktır. Ayrıca
kapsamlı bir tüketici davranıĢı modeli geliĢtirerek bu sitelerden satın alma
davranıĢları ve bu süreçte etkili belirleyiciler analiz edilmiĢtir. Gerekli veri, özel
olarak tasarlanan çevrimiçi tüketici anketinden elde edilmiĢ ve daha sonra
istatistiksel analizlere tabi tutulmuĢtur. MüĢteri hizmetleri, Internet sayfasının
atmosferi, indirim oranları, uygulanan satıĢ promosyonu araçları, promosyon süreleri
ve üyelerin geçmiĢ çevrimiçi alıĢveriĢ deneyimleri tüketici davranıĢlarının önemli
belirleyicileri olarak bulunmuĢtur. Özel alıĢveriĢ pazarının, Türkiye’deki e-ticaret ile
birlikte gelecek yıllarda daha çok geliĢeceği öngörülmektedir.

xvii
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1. INTRODUCTION
Developments in information and communication technologies and globalization
have changed both organizations’ ways of doing business and consumer profiles. In
years, many academic and business studies have been performed in order to
understand how these progresses affected both businesses and consumers, which new
concepts emerged, how they are developed and what the future holds.
Internet’s emergence has pioneered many new business models, management
perspectives and process development techniques for companies in every industry. It
provided companies to explore global market opportunities, broaden their target
market, and to develop more efficient and effective functional strategies by utilizing
information technologies properly. On the other side, for consumers, it has acted as a
limitless information database and a major communication tool and provided them to
satisfy their wants and needs with thousands of offerings from all around the world.
Although Internet has provided many advantages in various areas, it still has
significant number of implications. The fact is apparent that globalization increased
competitions’ intensity within and between industries and Internet’s development
have not make things easier in that manner. Beside traditional commercial
institutions, many online companies, which are regarded as click-only organizations,
have been facilitated (Doherty and Chadwick, 2010). With the increased use and
widespread of Internet by the households, these companies have grow with an
unstoppable speed and traditional brick-and-mortar organizations are tried and still
trying to cope with that fact. Many of them have tried to implement strategies
regarding online world by becoming click-and-mortars, some of them succeeded,
some of them not (Murphy and Bruce, 2003). Beside compelling industrial factors,
also consumers’ changing approaches towards markets, companies and their
offerings are forcing businesses to find new ways out. Consumers are now more
conscious and more price sensitive in their purchases and they are trying to maximize
the value they are obtaining within numbers of offerings presented (Rodriguez,
2009).
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Combination of these hard economic, industrial and social factors is forcing
companies to find new solutions. Industry leaders and large companies are surviving
by their huge amount of resources but others are either closed down or been
acquired. Beside these pessimist options, one other choice is to develop new business
models by taking advantage of existing conditions and creating new market
opportunities. However, this is also a tough option considering its requirements for
bright business ideas, vision and innovative and entrepreneurship spirit.
Although it is a tough option, many successful business ideas have been emerged in
the last 20 years in the context of electronic commerce. This study specifically
targets one of them, the private shopping business model, which is a concept that has
been developed 10 years ago and living its golden age in recent years.
1.1 Purpose of the Thesis
Private shopping websites (also referred as private sales clubs and private shopping
clubs) are currently one of the most popular business models. Development of
electronic commerce, manufacturers’ for sales generation difficulties (caused by
global economic recessions and consumers’ increased service expectations) and price
sensitivities of consumers have provided the best opportunity to develop such a
model. Combining “private” and “sales” (Corcoran, 2009), “brands” and “discounts”
concepts, these invitation-only online shopping clubs present famous brands’ apparel
and accessories with great discounts for limited time and therefore attracts many
consumers, manufacturers/designers and investors.
Private shopping websites is an interesting topic to analyze since they can be
evaluated from various numbers of perspectives. The new business model can be
evaluated from marketing, electronic commerce, online retailing, online shopping,
fashion, branding, sales promotions, entrepreneurship, businesses’ and consumers’
perspectives. From businesses’ point of view, besides becoming a new sales
promotion tool, these websites are platforms on which companies can generate sales,
communicate to their consumers and perform brand-building efforts and from
consumers’ point of view, they have became a different shopping platform by
presenting original and branded fashion products with huge discounts and offering a
unique shopping experience.
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With the main purpose of identifying this newly developed phenomenon, this thesis
aims to:
Understanding the emergence and development phases of online private
shopping clubs
Analyzing consumer behavior towards these websites and defining significant
attributes that affect consumers’ buying decisions
Producing effective managerial and theoretical insights
Developing foresights for the future of the business model and its followers.
1.2 Methodology and Methods Used
In order to realize targeted study and its purposes, a comprehensive literature review
of relevant subjects is performed. Relevant literature about sales promotion, ecommerce, online retailing, private shopping websites and online consumer behavior
are presented by benefiting from previous academic studies, newspapers, magazine
articles and industry specialists’ opinions.
For consumer behavior study; while constituting the hypothesized model, previous
literature studies on consumer behavior towards online shopping are examined
carefully and new dimensions are considered by benefiting from private shopping
market analysis.
In order to test the hypothesized model, required data are obtained from custom
designed consumer survey. Participants from social networks and online consumer
platforms have been directed to online questionnaire’s link with collective e-mails
and messages. One hundred eighty one usable records have been received out of the
two hundred sixty five data collected.
Collected data are subjected to frequency tests, factor analysis, correlation test and
regression analysis in order to produce meaningful results.
1.3 Contribution of the Study
Although many studies are presented on electronic retailing and online consumer
behavior over years, there exists very few numbers of studies about consumers’
perception of private shopping websites. Resources on this subject are limited with
3

market analysis and consumer profile and sales statistics generated by private
shopping websites’ databases and counters.
Therefore, this thesis stands as a useful theoretical and managerial resource by
presenting a comprehensive analysis of online private shopping clubs market,
developing an extensive and a consistent consumer behavior model that can also be
applied to online consumer behavior studies in various areas and by testing the
model, producing beneficial results for both researchers and business world.
Results of the study indicate that with respect to data analyzed; web atmospherics,
discount rates, promotion duration and customer services are the major determinants
of consumers’ buying/non-buying behavior from private shopping websites.
Additionally it has been found that the demographic variables do not have any
moderating effects on behavior.
1.4 Outline of the Thesis
The study here is presented in five major sections. After this introduction part,
literature review section comes next which contains comprehensive review of
marketing, sales promotion, electronic commerce, online retailing, private shopping
websites and online consumer behavior subjects. Later on, conceptual framework
section explains how the hypothesized model was constructed, considering which
dimensions.
Research design section discusses how to test the hypothesized model and presents
conducted survey’s design stages. Survey results, produced statistics and hypothesis
tests’ results are summarized in analysis and results. At last, conclusion of the study,
its managerial and theoretical implications, limitations and directions for future
research are presented.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Recent years marketing has become one of the most popular subjects in business
research. One of its main subjects, promotion, has great importance considering its
effects on both company and consumer sides. Companies spend millions of dollars
each year in order to persuade consumers to be their customers and stay as such and
each day consumers are being exposed to tens and hundreds of promotional elements
while they are trying to satisfy their both known and unidentified needs.
With the development of the Internet, and businesses moving on this medium
everything became more and more dynamic and complex for both sides. New
business models, like our concern, private shopping websites, are formed and each of
them is trying to survive in this competitive environment. One of the key ingredients
to be successful in this environment is to understand what customers want and how
they behave towards companies’ offerings.
One of the most important subjects in promotion is sales promotions, which
encourage trial and/or increase the consumption of a product/service. Development
of information technologies and the Internet provided many creative sales promotion
tools for businesses and marketers and many delightful opportunities for consumers.
Therefore, there is an increasing tendency of both businesses and consumers for
evaluating and implementing promotions in order to increase electronic commercial
activities. Sometimes companies implement these strategies by themselves and
sometimes they implement these strategies over click-only merchants (such as
private shopping websites).
In that manner, this part of the thesis consists of the required background in order to
conduct targeted study. First relevant literature regarding sales promotions is
presented. Secondly, electronic commerce and online retailing subjects and sales
promotions’ content in these contexts are investigated. Thereafter a comprehensive
study about private shopping business model is presented. At last, online consumer
behavior literature is reviewed and online consumers’ understandings from private
shopping websites are discussed.
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2.1 Sales Promotion
Promotion, also known as marketing communication, activities are performed in
order to establish relationships with and continuing communicating value to
customers, target consumers and in general, society. It includes all kinds of
advertising, public relations, personal selling and sales promotion activities of
companies in order to communicate with their stakeholders, especially current and
potential customers.
Sales promotion is defined as short-term incentives to encourage the purchase or
sales of a product (Kotler & Armstrong, 2008). Sales promotions’ importance comes
from its portion in overall marketing expenses. With the increase of the cost of
advertising and concerns regarding its effectiveness, sales promotion activities’
utilization and its percentage in marketing expenses have inclined rapidly.
Aim of the sales promotion is to convince internal/external parties to sell and/or
purchase companies’ offerings in short term. Several sales promotion types are
formed that target different parties such as: consumer promotions – which are our
concern- , trade promotions, business promotions and sales force promotions.
There are several purposes of consumer sales promotion activities and most common
purposes are to increase sales figures by stimulating demand or to encourage trial of
a new or existing product. Whether to pursue a promotion policy or how to design
and implement promotion policies are not solely under company’s control.
Competitors’ attitude towards the market and consumers’ behavior (their demands,
expectations and attitudes) towards promotion activities should be considered
simultaneously since they are all connected. The thing important here is to provide
sales promotions activities to generate more than short-term revenue and to
contribute building strong image and healthy relationships in long run.
Over years, several consumer sales promotion tools have been developed considering
promotions’ purposes, time and budget considerations. Main promotions tools are:
Coupons, percentage discounts given before purchase
Samples, to encourage trial, both an expensive and an effective tool
Cash Refunds, requires proof of purchase
Price Packs, “two for one” type of product bundles
6

Premiums, gifts
Advertising Specialties, promotional products that include sellers’ logo such
as t-shirts, mugs...
Patronage Rewards, loyalty programs
POP (Point-of-Purchase) Promotions
Contests
Sweepstakes
Games (Yang et al., 2010).
Besides selecting appropriate promotion tool(s), also deciding on related issues such
as its size, participation conditions, duration, selected channel, and its pre and post
effects on consumers should be carefully analyzed and evaluated.
Over years many studies regarding promotion, its management (Kimball, 1989),
types (Jedidi et al., 1999), tools (Lowe, 2010; Lewis, 2004), their effectiveness and
efficiencies both in short and long run are represented. Various studies are performed
especially on comparing advertising with sales promotions (because of marketing
budget limitations) (Brettel and Spilker-Attig, 2010) and various sales promotion
tools’ effectiveness (Jedidi et al., 1999; Yang et al., 2010) considering different
consumer profiles, product types and industries.
Promotions’ effect on brand preference is one of the most researched topics in sales
promotion literature (Jedidi et al., 1999; DelVecchio et al., 2006). Sales promotions
induce choice in short term but their effects on the company and its image in the long
term were unknown. Also advertising, brand building efforts and every-day-lowprices policies’ combination versus promotion policies effects are tried to be
identified and discussed broadly in the literature.
DelVecchio et al. (2006)’ s meta analysis suggests that sales promotion directly has
neither positive nor negative effect on brand image but issues such as general price
level, promotion technique and amount and industry that companies facilitate in
effects promotions’ negative/positive influence on brand image.
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Jedidi et al.(1999)’s inclusive research on advertising and promotions’ effect on long
and short term profits and brand image for packaged goods industry resulted in
advertising having a positive and promotions having a negative effect on brand
image. In addition, results show that short-term promotions affect consumers’ choice
positively towards to the brand but in the long-term, it has no effect. Additionally it
has been found that promotions have a positive effect on short-term profits but a
negative effect on long-term profits.
Consumers’ perceptions and behavior towards different types of promotions are also
one of the important issues since consumers are that ones that are trying to be
persuaded. Lowe (2010) states that, taking performance risks’ (subjective
expectations of loss) moderating role in account, nonmonetary promotions (such as
extra free products) are preferred over monetary promotions (price discounts) when
products are low in performance risks and monetary promotions are preferred when
products are high in performance risks. Lewis (2004)’s study reveals that continuing
incentives, loyalty programs and short-term price discounts such as coupons,
encourage future purchases and therefore customer retention.
Yang et al. (2010)’s study regarding cosmetics retail industry reveals that consumers
favor instant reward programs and are mostly attracted by price packs and premiums
(nonmonetary promotions). In addition, gender, marital status and age criterion have
significant effect on these preferences.
Sales promotions have both positive and negative consequences for companies and
consumers. Companies are concerned about its monetary and nonmonetary benefits
over its cost both in short and long term. Consumers on the other hand are trying to
satisfy their needs and maximize the value that they are trying to obtain from this
promotion clutter.
Developments in ICT have facilitated various kinds of daily and business-related
processes to move on to electronic mediums (mainly computers, networks and the
Internet). These movements have both affected and still affecting households’
behaviors and businesses’ ways of doing business and need further attention in order
to understand and benefit from these progresses. Therefore, in order to study
consumer behavior towards private shopping websites, sales promotion concept
should also be researched in online context.
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As understood from the discussions above, many studies are presented about
traditional sales promotions and relevant subjects. However, there is not sufficient
literature regarding online sales promotions and relevant issues. By aiming to
investigate private shopping business models and consumer behavior towards these
websites, this study uniquely researches online retailing, online sales promotions and
online consumer behavior at the same time.
2.2 Online Shopping and Sales Promotions
With the increased use of information and communication technologies by both
consumers and organizations, and getting more and more aware of the providing of
these technologies, new applications are being developed each day. Companies are
benefiting from these technologies in order to attract more customers and generate
more sales and therefore they give an important part of their attention to support their
online activities and designing new and effective marketing applications in order to
attract more and more consumers.
On the other side consumers are getting advantage of this new shopping channel by
purchasing desired items in a shorter time period, generally with less price, from
their sweet homes. At this point effectively designed promotion activities affect
consumers’ perceived value and satisfaction positively.
In that manner, this part of the study investigates the development of e-commerce
and its effects on marketing and sales promotions.
2.2.1 Electronic Commerce
20th century can be referred as one of the most important timeline in human history,
since it has witnessed breakthrough innovations in science and technology. In the
search of effectiveness, computers were invented during 1950’s and limited network
structures between individual computers were formed later. With the developments
in information and communication technologies over these years, computers’
capacities have grown rapidly and local networks have become a network that
connects all the computers in the world, the Internet.
With the implementation of these information and communication technologies by
commercial institutions in order to support business activities, e-business (electronic
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business) concept was developed. E-business refers to commercial activities
performed over computers and related technologies, mainly through networks such
as intranets, extranets and the Internet in order to improve and extend business
operations (digitsmith.com).
Electronic commerce, also referred as e-commerce, is the trading aspect of ebusiness. E-commerce is defined as the buying, selling and exchanging of goods and
services through an electronic medium (computer networks, mainly Internet) by
businesses, consumers and other parties without any physical contact and exchange.
E-commerce has been divided into several categories considering the characteristics
of the buying and selling parties. These parties are businesses, employees,
governments and consumers, whom are citizens at the same time. Main e-commerce
categories are:
B2B: Business to business commercial activities - largest category with
respect to monetary terms (Topaloğlu, 2009).
B2C: Business to consumer commercial activities, also known as e-retailing
C2C: Consumer to consumer commercial activities such as auction websites
C2B: Consumer to business commercial activities, reverse auctions that
empower consumers (wikibooks.org)
Today, thanks to the existence of networks and the Internet, businesses can manage
their supply chains and customer relationships in cooperation with their business
partners and employees, people can search employment opportunities, citizens can
learn their retirement information and get appointments from state hospitals, and
consumers can sell their undesired items and buy new ones with just several clicks,
without an extra effort.
Development of Electronic Commerce
World Wide Web was created by Tim Berners-Lee in 1990 and opened for
commercial use in 1991. Since then, up to date, many click-only companies, such as
eBay, Amazon, Google, Yahoo!, Facebook etc. have appeared. At first, considering
Internet’s limited access, it was not seen as an opportunity, but after several years
with the installment of more advanced technological infrastructures and decrease in
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hardware prices (Topaloğlu, 2009), Internet use became wider, dotcoms rapidly grow
and became worldwide organizations.
In 2010, e-commerce sales have reached up to $600 Billion globally and Goldman
Sachs predicts nearly 20% increase in sales figures each year up to 2013. In 2010,
European region constitutes 34% of global e-commerce sales where US takes 29%,
Asia 27% (internetretailer.com).
World’s top five greatest e-commerce markets are US, Japan, UK, Germany and
China respectively. As if 2011, these five countries total e-commerce volume
expected to reach up to $500 billion. Turkey comes seventh after France and
considered as the one of the most rapid developing countries in electronic commerce
with India and China (Afra, 2010b).
Considering globalization and developments in IT (Ngai and Wat, 2002), business
environment and also consumer profile was changing and intensive competition
pushed all kind of organization to have a web existence. Today from SME’s to giants
like Dell, Coca-Cola, HP etc., nearly every organization has a WWW existence with
their own websites, or if not, in business platforms.
Providing of Electronic Commerce
E-commerce provides many advantages for both businesses and consumers in
convenience and efficiency manners. Main advantages that it provides to businesses
are:
Information without time and location boundaries
Two way and simultaneous communication with shareholders
Broad market knowledge and enabling businesses to discover new markets
and suppliers
Cost efficiency
Effective and simultaneous tracking for all kind of business processes
(Doherty and Chadwick, 2010).
In the early days, these providing blinded many businesses and as a response to the
competition, without serious evaluation and planning and considering its strategic
and/or financial obstacles, they tried to have an online existence (Murphy and Bruce,
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2003). Many e-commerce applications have failed after this period referred as
“dotcom bubble” during years between 1995 and 2000 (Love and Tellefsen, 2003;
Kalyanam and McIntyre, 2002). Businesses that have sufficient resources survived
this “meltdown” and by taking proper actions from failers’ mistakes, surviving
dotcoms become stronger and opportunists developed many new and successful
business models.
There is a trend in e-commerce, like in traditional commerce, in which brand new,
successful, promising businesses are being acquired by large and powerful
businesses. These acquisitions intensively take place within the dotcom bubble
period. Many click-only companies such as GeoCities, VeriSign, ICQ, YouTube,
Hotmail, Skype, IMDb etc. are now a partially or totally owned by leaders such as
AOL, Yahoo, Microsoft, Google, eBay, Amazon etc. (ibls.com; webproworld.com;
Petersen et al., 2007). These acquisitions show the attractivity and the competitive
nature of the e-commerce.
Over years after dotcom meltdown, many B2B e-marketplaces have developed with
increasing attention by companies. These e-marketplaces are defined as neutral (not
governed by an individual organization), web-based locations where businesses can
conduct buying and selling transactions for goods and services. With the price
advantages, efficiency in purchasing processes and market knowledge that it
provides, e-marketplaces become a useful and now, a necessary tool for businesses
while they are planning and performing their commercial activities (Petersen et al.,
2007).
Internet and web presence is being seen as a door key for businesses, especially for
SME’s, from competition (Doherty and Chadwick, 2010). Internet provides
businesses to introduce themselves to the world and present their offerings.
Moreover, if properly introduced, companies become delighted with new demands
from all over the world. This is especially important for SME’s since they have
limited financial resources and restricted business areas around their location. Stoel
et al. (2010)’s study on UK’s rural, SME’s reveals that there are three typologies for
these organizations: optimistic, efficiency minded and skeptics with respect to their
attitude towards and intention to use the Internet. Even if the opportunity is obvious,
some of the SME’s are still skeptical about the usefulness and the providing of the
Internet.
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In the beginning and the development periods of e-commerce, trust, privacy, security
and legislation issues are considered as the most problematic aspects (Doherty and
Chadwick, 2010). Both businesses and academics were concerned about the losses
that lack of these attributes was generating. However, over time these problems are
almost eradicated with the spread of fair examples, proper process designs and
increased online security regarding business operations by the contributions of
companies, governments and financial institutions.
Many literature studies have performed over years about e-commerce. Ngai and Wat
(2002)’s literature review reveals that e-commerce applications and technological
issues in e-commerce context were most discussed topics within e-commerce
research. Popular research topics were about e-commerce utilization and brick-andmortar organizations’ introduction to e-commerce. In addition, many studies were
represented regarding privacy, security, inter-organizational systems and e-retailing
topics. Serious amount of studies are also given about the dotcom bubble and
meltdown period and their consequences (Kalyanam and McIntyre, 2002).
Companies make serious investments in e-commerce with their financial and human
resources. Therefore, it is very important to evaluate e-commerce applications’
performance and efficiency. Many performance evaluation methodologies were
developed in order to effectively evaluate e-commerce applications. EriĢ (2008) has
pointed out that overall e-commerce performance respectively depends on
technology integration, human and business resources and customer and competition
pressure (their adaption level to e-commerce).
Regarding e-commerce performance, studies were mostly focused on the online
websites. Websites’ importance comes from their nature of being the symbol of
existence of the organization on WWW and a communication tool of the
organization between its partners and customers. Therefore, it has to be carefully
designed, providing quality in every manner. Taking DeLoan and McLean (1992)’s
IS success model as a base, Ghandour et al. (2010) have developed the e-commerce
website success dimensions. According to them e-commerce website success
depends on:
Informational website success, able to present comprehensive, consistent, upto-date information
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Transactional website success, able to make secured online transactions
Promotional website success, being communicated with customers,
promoting companies’ offerings
Website Design success, representation quality of website contents
Customer Service, able to satisfy customers’ expectations from the website
and service level.
Over years many discussions about businesses, their strategic perspectives, functions,
operations, relationships with their shareholders, competition, customers, consumers
and past, present and future projections about these issues have been made. Since ecommerce has become a new business medium, it can be concluded that, all these
and e-commerce related discussions have been kept, are keeping and will keep both
business and academic world busy.
2.2.2 Marketing in the Online Context
Because of Internet’s emergence, mid’90’s were regarded as a breaking point for
business world. With the development of the Internet, businesses’ many functions
have been affected and the most affected one is marketing since it is the front face of
the business to its environment. The new concept, electronic marketing, also referred
as e-marketing and online marketing, was defined as the application of marketing
principles and techniques via electronic media, specifically Internet (quirk.biz).
Developments in IT, first Internet, then java and now Web 2.0’s, social networks,
have directed marketing operations context. During the first development years of
computer technology, mainframes were utilized in order to keep product and
customer related data. With the introduction of personal computers, data analysis has
become more efficient and effective. In order to create marketing competitiveness
many cooperation between IT and marketing departments took place (Peattie and
Peters, 1997). Now, with the Internet age, many useful communication application
programs have been developed in order for marketers to reach, deliver value to and
communicate with existing and potential customers. Virtual marketplaces and
platforms that provide consumers to share information between them have facilitated
and marketing mix elements are forced to work more closely integrated. Websites,
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web communities, blogs and e-mails become primary tools for e-marketers for
information obtaining, sharing and communicating.
Internet has provided many advantages for marketers with respect to traditional
marketing’s offerings:
Able to reach a wider area more conveniently with lower costs
Providing two way communication on versatile channels
Shorter time between marketing operations’ action vs. its reaction
Instant evaluation of marketing efforts’ consequences (Lester et al., 2005)
Attractive market opportunities considering Internet users’ middle/upper
income level.
Kalyanam and McIntyre (2002)’s literature review study regarding traditional and
electronic marketing’s differences and its effects on marketing mix, by scanning 30
e-marketing terms and using logical partitioning method, revealed that beside
traditional mix’s four elements, e-marketing mix has also personalization
(customization), privacy, customer service, site (website) and security dimensions.
Direct marketing is one of the recent trends in marketing. In this competitive
environment, companies are trying to get better understanding of consumer needs
and wants and trying to reach them more effectively. In that manner, IT provides
many useful tools. However, in order to be successful in direct marketing, there has
to be a comprehensive customer database including their demographics, preferences
and attitudes. After deciding on which customers to reach and designing effective
messages, IT products such as e-mails and mobile phones provide direct
communication.
Marketers’ ultimate goal is to find new customers, satisfy all customers’ requests and
therefore securing customers’ loyalty and their financial gains. Factors such as
globalization, competition and changing customer profile make these goals harder to
reach. Now consumers are not satisfied with regular products or services, they want
offerings that are designed just for them. Therefore, personalization/customization
becomes a prerequisite for every success seeking business (Pires et al. 2006).
Consumers now can buy Dell computers with desired attributes online and
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Amazon.com welcomes its every user by person and suggests them new products
considering their prior purchases and navigations.
2.2.3 Online Sales Promotion
Each day consumers spend more and more time on the Internet and therefore several
promotion tools are designed in order to capture users’ attention. Online promotion
activities include online advertisements and online sales promotions. Main online
advertisement tools are banners, pop-ups, pop-unders, search related advertisements,
interstitials, and rich media display advertisements. Content sponsorships, alliances
and affiliate programs and viral marketing applications are useful sales promotion
tools for supporting companies’ offerings (Kotler and Armstrong, 2008). From
traditional promotion tools, games, contests and sweepstakes are used commonly in
order to attract consumers. In addition, coupons are one of the most preferred sales
promotion tools in online context because of their convenience and controllability for
distribution (Niazi, 2008).
Websites are the most basic online promotion tool. Websites enable companies to
present themselves, their image, values and offerings to consumers, suppliers and
competitors, providing to perform advertising, sales promotion and public relation
activities on one platform. For brick-and-mortar organizations, websites include their
company profile, history, business values, announcements, press releases, news,
product/service information, store & sale locations, contact information, HR
applications, FAQ’s, support centers etc. and additionally some others perform
online commercial activities. Companies are now including their website addresses
in their every offline and online advertising and promotional elements in order to
prove their web existence, attract consumers to their websites and getting rid of all
excessive marketing spending.
For click only companies, websites are even more important since it is the platform
where they perform all their activities. Therefore, click-only companies’ promotion
activities are performed in two consecutive orders (Wu et al. 2005). First, offline
advertisements and online advertisements on other websites are presented in order to
attract customers to the website and generate store traffic (Ghandour, 2010; EriĢ,
2008), and later on other promotions such as discount, coupons, gifts etc. are
presented to keep customers on the website, persuading them to purchase and trying
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to make them visit again. At this point issues such as website design, information and
image quality, customization level of the website and reminding e-mails have to be
carefully planned and evaluated. These evaluations are also important, especially
providing visitors’ loyalty, because for click-only companies switching costs are very
low for consumers since it takes several minutes and clicks to go to a different
website (Lin, 2003).
Several website design guides are presented in the literature. Oppenheim and Ward
(2006)’s design elements for an effective website are defined as: presentation
elements, content, accessibility, navigation, language, transaction pages and security,
privacy, authority (Nizai, 2008). However, one of the most common website design
model in the literature is the 7 C’s Model. The 7 C’s are:
Context; website functions and aesthetics
Content; text and images within the website
Communication; websites ability to provide two way communication
Community; websites ability to provide communication between its users
Customization; allowing users to personalize the website
Connection; on what level the site is connected to other websites
Commerce; sites’ ability to provide commercial transactions (Kotler and
Armstrong, 2008)
Additional C, constant change, has to secure users re-visits to the website. It is
important to mention that every one of these issues have to be consistent with one
another and be on the same line with business strategies and overall website design
(associatedcontent.com).
2.3 Internet Retailing
Beside information sharing and communicating, Internet is widely used for shopping.
Online shopping has been presented as the second most contributing innovation in
the last decade after Internet according to the UK’s National Statistics Office
(HaberTurk, 2011).
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Each day more people in the world are having access to WWW. Forrester Research’s
data shows that in 2009 total global online population has reached up to 1.632 billion
and predicted to get at 2.321 billion in five years (internetretailer.com). By 2010,
46,1% of all households in Turkey have Internet access (TÜĠK, 2010), 12th in the
world (Afra, 2011).
In order to share several statistics regarding online retailing; 2009 data shows that
Asian online consumers make the most web purchases (South Korea 93%, Japan
89%), after them European (Sweden 77%, UK 75%) and US online consumers
(63%) follow (internetretailer.com). With respect to Google Turkey’s data, this
number for Turkey is 70% (hemenal.com).
Internet retailing has become a major industry and its sales values and portion in the
overall commercial activities are increasing every year. This value has reached up to
4% in 2008 in US (US Census Bureau, 2010), world’s biggest consumption market.
With respect to US Department of Commerce data, online retail sales have grown on
average 20% every year since 2000 as shown in Figure 2.1. 85% of US households
have Internet access according to Edison Research’s 2010 data.

Figure 2.1 : Online Retail Sales Growth in US in Last Decade (internetretailer.com)
Internet retailing, also referred as online retailing, e-retailing, e-tailing and online
shopping, is defined as the buying and selling activities of consumers in real-time,
without any intermediaries, on an electronic medium, mainly Internet. Beside
Internet, people can also make online shopping via their mobile phones and tablet
pc’s. This increasing phenomenon is defined as m-commerce (mobile commerce)
and growing rapidly with the increased utilization of smatphones, iPhones and iPads.
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Online retailing provides many advantages for both companies and consumers.
Companies are being able to reach more consumers, decrease customer service costs
because of Internet’s self-serving nature and get rid of physical store related
implications whereas consumers can find all kinds of products from search engines,
compare several products’ attributes and prices in comparison websites and can
access to other consumers’ commendations easily and quickly from their homes.
Development of Online Retailing
Predecessors of online shopping were developed by Michael Aldrich in 1979. After
the creation of WWW in 1990 and opening for commercial use in 1991, online
banking activities are initiated and Pizza Hut opened its first online pizza shop in
1994 and in 1995, Amazon launched the first online shopping website.
Many business models emerged since 2000 in online retailing. Many successful
businesses such as amazon.com and hepsiburada.com (in Turkey) facilitate in this
industry beside click-mortar organizations websites such as bestbuy, sears,
homedepot and wallmart, kangurum.com (in Turkey since 2000). Since 2005, webonly retailers’ annual growth rate (on average 19,89%) outpaced online chains of
traditional retailers (on average 15,74%) (internetretailer.com) and therefore many
offline retailers have changed their business models in order to conduct online sales
and are trying to create synergy with their traditional and online channels with
emphasizing on online store improvements. Chain retailers such as Marks&Spencer,
Penti, and Vakko etc. are now selling products from their online shopping websites
beside their department stores and corner shops.
Online auction websites were regarded as the one of the most successful business
models where consumers can buy and sell goods with competing prices. Most
famous examples of auction websites are eBay.com and gittigidiyor.com (in Turkey).
Now within C2C online retailing context, consumers can sell their own belongings
such as clothing & accessories, electronics, cars on sahibinden.com even their houses
on emlak.net. Nevertheless, one of the biggest obstacles about auction websites is
that individual consumers can sell stolen items or can obtain huge amount of profit
by abusing companies’ online and offline sales promotions (Gopal et al., 2006).
Search engines and comparison websites have become important databases for
consumers to explore companies’ product and service offerings and comparing them
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with each other with respect to performance and price attributes. In addition,
consumer platforms and forums enable consumers to exchange opinions about
companies and their offerings and inform consumers regarding their future
purchases. Online betting platforms such as bilyoner, bettson, Bwin, expekt also
became very popular where consumers can bet on global sport events.
Private shopping clubs were and still are one of the most popular online business
models since 2001, where authorized consumers can buy famous fashion brands’
items with serious discounts in limited time as couple of days on websites such as
hautelook, vente-priveé, ideeli, gilt, buyVIP, markafoni, limango, trendyol etc. Latest
trend is group/collective buying websites or groupons (named after its business
pioneer), where people can buy special discount coupons of companies for services
such as dining, beauty shops, spas, gyms, concerts etc. in their own region (Wauters,
2011; Yayımlar, 2011). Main groupon websites in US are Groupon, livingsocial,
buywithme, kgbdeals and deals.mamapedia. Turkey has one of the most groupon
clones in the world. Beside leaders such as şehirfırsatı, grupfoni, markapon,
grupanya and ekoloni, by the beginning of 2011, there are up to 40 collective buying
websites and around 5 platforms that combine all these websites offerings (such as
grupguru, senifırsatçı, fırsatbufırsat etc.) in Turkey. There is even a platform that
consumers can sell their undesired coupons called kuponomi.com (Yayımlar, 2011).
2.3.1 E-Retailing
E-retailing is one of the most popular subjects in business research. Online retailing
conferences are attracting increasing number of attendants from both business and
academic world (internetretailing.com).
Even if many e-retailing studies performed in last 15 years, Doherty and Chadwick
(2010)’s comprehensive literature review reveals that Doddy and Davidson (1967)’s
study had presented a powerful vision of how “the future of retailing lay in
consumers directly using computer terminals to order goods directly from central
warehouses”.
Many industries such as banking, military, healthcare and education started to realize
Internets’ potential since its emergence. However, it was soon realized that it would
have the most impact on retail industry. Internet’s capacity to provide information,
facilitate two-way communication, collect market data, promote goods and services
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on lower costs, provided retailers a brand new, flexible channel. Retailers have taken
advantage of these opportunities, consumers responded to these innovations in
excitement, and online retail sales have grown each year in last 15 years and
predicted to rise in the future (Doherty and Chadwick, 2010). Therefore academic
studies during the first years of e-retailing focused on business side and most
discussed topics were how Internet is going to change existing retailing and what will
happen to consumer profiles with less emphasizes on consumer behavior.
First concerns about e-retailing were about security, reliability and legislation issues
and many researchers were foreseeing its future as unpredictable because of its
dynamic nature. Other researchers however claimed that the online markets would
grow, online activities’ portion in overall activities would increase in time and
disintermediation and direct interaction would become major trends. Virtual
companies will emerge and rules of competition would change. Some studies include
concerns about traditional retailers’ cannibalizing their own businesses by e-retailing
(Mottner et al., 2002). In addition, one of the major threats was seen as consumers’
ability to see and compare every offering and their attributes, which means power’s
shift towards consumers (Doherty and Chadwick, 2010; Jayawardhena et al., 2003;
Pires et al., 2006).
During first years of e-retailing books and travelling tickets were seen as potential
winners with respect to product category and clothing/apparel and fashion goods
were regarded as losers (Rowley, 2009) because consumers were not able to touch
and try on the products and cannot experience social shopping. Entertainment,
travelling and publishing industries were the first businesses to grow in e-retailing.
After dotcom meltdown in 2001, successful click-only companies and click-andmortar’s that have been able to created synergy between traditional and online
channels become e-retail industry leaders. Also online channels did not affect
traditional channels negatively as much predicted (Doherty and Chadwick, 2010).
With online channels and ICT, consumer databases became easier to construct and
therefore it has supported one-to-one marketing’s facilitation.
In years it has been realized that Internet did not provided a market with perfect
competition conditions but predictions on power’s shift towards consumers were
confirmed. First movers’ in the market have taken advantage of their actions and
travelling, consumer electronics and hobby goods businesses have grown very well.
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Several studies are conducted in order to construct an online retailer typology.
Traditional retailers are evaluated with respect to their sizes, product assortments’
depth and breadth, price level, service level and store attributes. As a result, offline
retailers are classified as department stores, category killers, discounters, specialty
stores, supermarkets, off-price retailers etc. Even if these categories are sometimes
still utilized for online retailers (e.g. amazon.com is a category killer for book sales),
Mottner et al. (2002) have tried to construct an online retailer typology by
investigating 152 online retailers considering both traditional (size, scope of product
assortment, price, service level) and online retailing related (website quality and
features, convenience, security) dimensions. Three types of online retailers were
classified as: developed intermediaries, product focused and micro-segment focused.
Developed intermediaries are defined as the e-retailers that have wide product
assortment, provide high service level and present competitive prices such as
amazon, wallmart and bananarepublic. Product focused e-retailers are the brick-andmortars that couldn’t complete the full transformation to a successful click-andmortar up to date with moderate product assortment and service level and microfocused e-retailers are the ones that have narrow product assortments and offer just
specialized products such as sports items. Even if this typology’s validity is
questionable now, at that time it had provided and insight to the market.
2.3.2 Online Shopping
From the beginning of electronic retailing activities, many studies are performed in
order to understand online buyers, as we concern, online consumers. Studies have
found that, demographics such as income, education, race, age, gender and lifestyle
factors are effective in online shopping as well as cultural and social factors. First
years of e-retailing, online consumers were mostly profiled as male, educated and
wealthier. Nevertheless, in years, Internet’s access has become widespread,
consumer profile became more homogeneous and these first consumers now become
early adopters.
Last years there have been many studies about consumer behavior towards online
shopping. These studies have emphasized on trying to understand the underlying
motives and attitudes towards online shopping and identify other significant external
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factors. Most of the studies have been performed on college students because of their
age group and tendency toward IT utilization.
Convenience is the most attractive attribute of online shopping. With online retailing,
consumers become able to satisfy their requirements from their homes in several
minutes instead of spending hours in shopping malls. Consumers regarded trust as
one of the most important factors in online shopping with respect to many studies.
Since online shopping was and still is regarded as a risky task, trust becomes a major
determinant. Many negative applications have affected consumers’ confidence on eretailers. Generally, failures in retailing are originated by human errors and even if
the Internet is more robust to these kinds of mistakes, significant amount of
misapplications occur. Forbes et al. (2005)’s study have tried to identify main
reasons for e-retailers’ failures and corresponding recovery strategies by critical
incident technique. Main failure sources are found out as slow or unavailable service,
packaging errors and product defects. Against these failures, companies performed
mostly correction and correction plus incentive (discount etc.) activities and
considerable amount of online retailers have done nothing. Consumers’ responses to
these kinds of failures and corresponding actions have become useful resources to etailers for development opportunities and by time, frequencies of these kinds of
mistakes have declined.
In the future, e-retailing and studies about it is predicted to become more popular.
Big e-retailers will be bigger but considering Internet’s nature, each day a successful
business idea may emerge. Companies are concerned about the ongoing power
struggle between consumers. In addition, Web 2.0, which is WOM’s online version
and social networks have gained significant amount of attention. Because of these
reasons, future academic studies regarding online retailing are expected to be focused
on business side once more wondering how these developments will affect their
actions.
After presenting general information regarding sales promotions and online retailing,
the next section comprehensively analyses this study’s main subject: private
shopping concept, its qualifications and global and local private shopping market.
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2.3.3 Private Shopping
Private shopping is generally perceived as private sale sessions and presentations to
special customers or pre-announced special discount periods offered by offline
retailers that target all consumers. However, private shopping concept has a different
meaning now. Private shopping (mentioned as private shopping websites or private
sales clubs) is now regarded as exclusive shopping clubs that present its elite users an
online shopping experience where they can buy famous fashion brands’ products
with serious amounts of discounts.
Online Fashion Retailing
Online fashion retailing has become an important branch of online shopping on the
contrary of the general ideas presented in the early years of e-commerce (Özkan,
2011). First online retailing activities were performed on selling entertainment and
publishing products such as books and DVDs. Later on, many textile manufacturers
and designers follow the trend towards having an online presence. They have started
to present their products to consumers, either from their own websites or on online
shopping platforms, which helped the development of the online fashion retailing
concept. Online fashion retailing was pioneered by Net-a-Porter (Kutsal, 2011),
which has launched in 2000. UK’s luxury online clothing website is currently
shipping to 170 countries, has more than 1.3 million active buyers (Walshe, 2008)
and including products of top brands such as Burberry, Oscar De La Renta, D&G
and Hüseyin Çağlayan. Many similar business models have been emerged ever since
and many online retailers broaden their product rage by including apparel and
accessories. By 2010, online sales just constitute the 10% of all apparel sales
(Watkins, 2010), so there still is a huge potential in the market. However, the biggest
obstacle for online fashion retailers is that their consumer profile is limited with their
income. The newly expansive business model, private shopping websites, enables
consumers to possess worldwide fashion brands’ products more conveniently.
2.3.3.1 Private Shopping Websites
Development of Private Shopping Websites
Although economic recession during the last decade affected many businesses and
consumers’ purchasing power negatively, it gave birth to this new private shopping
concept and provided its rapid expansion (Kalkavan, 2010). Just in the first half of
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2010, private shopping market has generated 19 billion dollars globally and millions
of consumers have a membership in these clubs (Öncel, 2010). In 2010, 20% of
online fashion sales have performed on private shopping websites (Watkins, 2010).
Therefore, the business is regarded as a bright opportunity, expected to grow even
bigger and generate more income in upcoming years and it is one of the main reasons
that many companies and venture capitalists invest in this business.
Regarding private shopping market’s rapid expansion, many business experts agree
on economic recessions’ key role (Corcoran, 2009). Both stock piling manufacturers
and quality-for-less-price seeking consumers were and still increasingly are
responding this concept with huge attention. Beside economic recession, WOM
effect also played an important role on this market’s growth. Because of its high
reliability in consumer aspect, viral marketing (online version of WOM) has become
more effective than any other promotional element (Kalkavan, 2010). First members
and early adopters have reflected their positive opinions about their shopping
experiences on social networks, forums and blogs and therefore many consumers
were and still are in search of these websites’ invitations. Viral marketing and
enlarging membership bases provided attention from fashion world, media, ecommerce experts, and even consumers that did not had any previous online
shopping experience. Additionally, financial gains and received investments are
positive evaluated and utilized in order to broaden supplier profile and improve
customer relations, therefore have contributed these businesses’ strong growth.
Online private shopping clubs’ main attributes are:
Being closed circuit, invitation and member only websites, each member
having a special account (Özkan, 2011; Golden, 2010)
Presenting famous fashion brands’ and designers’ end-of-season, original
apparel and accessories with premium discounts, rates between 30%-90%
Presenting each brands’ and designers’ offerings separately from each other
as distinct “campaigns” or “boutiques”
Campaigns are run for limited time, mostly for 2-3 days (Kalkavan, 2010),
each day new campaigns are posted
Products are listed with respect to product categories under each campaign
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Membership
Membership is realized either by an invitation from a current member and reference
or by consumers posting their membership requests with their reasons and waiting
for acceptance.
In first times, becoming a member of these clubs were rough but over time it has
become easier to gain membership and now some of these websites even do not
require any recommendation or invitation, consumers can gain access by creating
accounts with just their e-mail addresses, against to the general concept (Corcoran
2009).
Business Model
Shopping clubs are making agreements with designers and manufacturers in order to
present their products. After deciding on which products to offer, campaign duration
and discount rates, members are informed about both continuing and upcoming
campaigns on daily basis (Rao, 2009), in morning hours when new campaigns are
posted, by e-mails. Consumers realize their purchases by credit cards, purchased
items are delivered to members’ address within one week after campaign endings
and consumers are informed about every step of order delivery by e-mails. Flow of
the process is shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 : Process flow of Private Shopping Business Model
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Benefits to Manufacturers/Designers
Last decade businesses faced many difficulties because of economic recession.
Revenues have decreased, profit margins have shrunk and manufacturers have piled
serious amounts of stocks. Private shopping websites provide a brand new, effective
sales promotion technique by offering companies a new way for getting rid of their
excessive stock with revenues in a short time period. Another advantage that
presence on these websites provides companies a reputable image on consumers’
behalf because of shopping clubs’ style, exclusivity and luxuriousness. Presenting
offerings on these websites are not regarded as inferiority and does not diminish elite
brands’ images (Rao, 2009) with respect to presenting discount sales on a regular
shopping website or in offline retailers. In addition, websites’ firewalls that prevent
campaigns and their context to be seen from search engines provide privacy to
manufacturers and designers. Therefore, even brands and designers such as
LouBoutin, Calvin Klein, Gucci, Givenchy and Carolina Herrera do not have any
concerns regarding their presence on these websites (Corcoran, 2009). In addition,
statistics generated by these websites provide companies a useful market research
data about their products’ popularity and customer characteristics (Watkins, 2010).
Differences of Private Shopping Websites from Regular E-tailers
Main differentiation of private shopping clubs from regular e-retailers is that they are
closed circuit shopping systems, means no one having access to website except its
members. In addition, websites’ content cannot be seen from search engines,
providing exclusivity to websites, manufacturers/designers and its members. Another
main differentiation is that every element of the websites is designed considering
“luxury”. Clubs’ website design and all communication elements are formed in order
to create the luxury and the exclusivity facts in consumers’ mind and provide
themselves regarding position. Lastly, products are presented on the websites for a
limited time since there are limited amount of stocks and campaigns are posted in
order to melt them and trigger consumers’ impulsive buying behavior.
Product Assortment
In first, these websites started presenting female fashion apparel and accessories in
parallel with fashion worlds’ catering to women mostly. However, in time men and
children apparel and accessories are also included (Corcoran, 2009). By broadening
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their presented brands’ range even more, in time they have started to offer home and
kitchen wares, furniture, cosmetics, thousand dollar jewelries, electronics, lifestyle
products and even discount checks for automobiles (e.g. Limango offered 2.500 TL
discount check for Peugeot cars with 90% discount). Apparel and accessories are
mostly presented by fashion models in high definition photos and sometimes videos
are utilized. Products’ ingredients and main qualifications are presented and
additional information such as products’ alternative utilization and size charts are
given by some websites.
Access
Private shopping websites are accessed mainly via Internet however, current
members can also access via their smartphones and some major clubs additionally
have iPhone and iPad applications.
Prices/Discounts
Private shopping websites presents their offerings with major discounts, range
between 30% up to 90%, mostly 50-60%. These discount rates change with respect
to brands’ and its products’ stylishness and manufacturers/designers promotion
strategy. At this point, it is important for manufacturers to determine appropriate
products for presentation, discount rates and appearance time, duration and
frequency. These issues have to be specified considering websites’ general image,
member profiles, competition and possible resulting consumer behaviors and should
be on the same line with overall marketing and promotion strategy. It has been
noticed that some of the manufacturers appear like in each month on those websites
and therefore diminish both their and websites’ image (Golden, 2010).
Benefits to Consumers
These websites provides many advantages for consumers beside the convenience of
online shopping (Kalkavan, 2010). First, it has become unnecessary for consumers to
search for campaigns and discounts on streets, shopping malls and other online
shopping websites for hours. Second, these websites present the opportunity of
having quality and original products of fashion brands with serious discounts and
provide a secured online shopping platform (Ġbili, 2009) with considerable amount of
savings (Golden, 2010). Therefore, many products are labeled as “sold out” just in
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several hours of campaigns’ launch, especially for famous brands’. Members are
informed daily about current and upcoming campaigns by e-mails in order not to
make them miss the opportunities. Members can also decide on which brands to be
presented by answering websites’ “which brand would you like to see” surveys. In
addition, members are awarded with discount checks for their purchases by the time
their invitees make their first purchase. Some of the clubs award their most newmember recruiting members with additional discount checks or gifts (such as iPods
or dining) by sweepstakes. However, consumers are not allowed to purchase limitless
numbers of each product in order to prevent rapid stock-outs and abuses.
Global Private Shopping Market
Private shopping concept was developed by Vente-Priveé in 2001 with the idea of
selling out of fashion stocks in a limited period on the Internet, by helping
manufacturers to getting rid of their excessive stock with profit and without
damaging existing channels and brand image (Hall, 2009). After Vente-Priveé’s
launch, many similar websites are introduced in Europe and the concept has spread
to US in couple of years.
In Europe, private shopping websites have become so popular especially in France,
Spain and Italy. Spain’s largest shopping club is Privalia. Another Spanish shopping
club, BuyVIP, which is acquired by Amazon, has more than 3.5 million members in
2009 (Rao, 2009) and 6 million members in 2010 (Watkins, 2010). Business pioneer
Vente-Priveé has reported nearly a billion dollar revenue in 2009 (Corcoran, 2009)
and has more than 7 million members. Germany’s largest private shopping club
Brands4Friends (recently invested by eBay) was launched in September 2007
(Watkins, 2010). Most famous private shopping website in UK is SecretSales and in
Italy is PrivateOutlet. Most of these companies are operating in several countries
beside their home countries, as the most appropriate growth strategy in the market.
In US, Gilt Groupe was the first private shopping website launched by two Harvard
School graduates in November 2007. Now the website has more than 1.5 million
members and its revenues have reached up to $ 85 million in 2009 (Golden, 2009)
and $400 million in 2010. Although revenues are less with respect to Gilt,
HauteLook is one of the most popular websites that has been introduced in December
2007. Another preferred website in US is Rue La La that has launched in April 2008,
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and become the first shopping club to offer access via mobile phone (Corcoran,
2009) and generated more than $ 140 million sales revenues in 2010. Other leading
private shopping club, Ideeli, has been launched in December 2007. These websites
are presenting women, men and children apparel and accessories and home and
lifestyle products. Although the market is relatively new, there exist several
diversification efforts. For example One King’s Lane is positioned itself for just
presenting home wares and furnishing products (Rao, 2009).
2.3.3.2 Private Shopping Market in Turkey
Private shopping concept has brought to Turkey in September 2008 by Markafoni,
just in the most intense period of recession and just in the right time considering its
rapid growth. Beside Turkey, Markafoni is also operating in Australia, South Korea,
Japan and Ukraine. The website has reached up to 400.000 members in just 10
months (Gal, 2010), currently has around two million members (Üner, 2010) and
became fourth biggest e-commerce business in Turkey (Kalkavan, 2010). Monthly
sales are realized as on average 200.000 units with daily record 30.000 sales. Each
campaign includes on average seventy types of products (Demirel, Ġ., 2011).
Private shopping clubs market in Turkey is dominated by three websites. Beside
Markafoni, Trendyol and Limango, which are launched in March 2010 and April
2009 respectively, are the other two popular websites that both have significant
number of members and sales.
Trendyol has reached up to 700.000 members at the end of 2010, is more instructive
for recent trends, brands and fashion world with respect to other two websites, and
applies T29 brand test for all its suppliers. This T29 test is custom developed and
with respect to this test, the website do not present brands that they will not wear, put
in their closets and send as gifts to their loved ones (fırsat.blogcu.com). It has also
invested by global investment fund, Tiger Global.
Limango have reached over 50.000 members in just two months (Kutsal, 2009) and
400.000 members in one year after its launch (blog.limango, 2011). The company is
founded in Germany in 2007, latterly acquired by Otto Group (the second biggest ecommerce company after Amazon) and realized its first foreign investment in
Turkey. Otto Group’s expertise, purchasing opportunities and cooperation provided
Limango significant advantages respect to its competitors. (Demirel, Ġ., 2011).
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These three pioneers’ success comes from their ability to present more fashionable
brands, by means of quality and quantity, each day and providing effective customer
relations, by taking lessons from both successful and unsuccessful examples. By
cooperating with famous celebrities for product presentations, occasionally launching
environmental-friendly product manufacturers’ campaigns, supporting bright fashion
designers and sponsoring major fashion events such as GalataModa and Istanbul
Fashion Week, they are building and strengthening their brand images. These
websites currently are both informing consumers about domestic and global fashion
trends and affecting Turkish fashion world with their activities.
These business models’ proven success, rapid growth and increasing popularity, also
resulted in their rapid imitation (Kutsal, 2009). Since 2008, nearly fifteen private
shopping websites have been launched in Turkey. Most of the website attributes such
as layout, image quality and presentation and member account pages are similar as if
they have been derived from two-three prepared templates. Therefore, main
differentiation dimensions for these businesses are presented brands’ images (brand
familiarity, quality and quantity), product variety and customer service. Below in
Table 2.1 several descriptive information regarding currently operating twelve
private shopping websites and in Table 2.2, these websites’ numbers of daily new
and total campaign offerings and percentage distribution with respect to product
categories is shown. Data in Table 2.2 are obtained by monitoring these websites for
one week (between February 1st and 8th, 2011) in order to give an idea about
websites’ offerings.
Beside three dominators, Clubboon and Alamarka can be referred as successful
clubs. Other websites are limited in presented brands’ quantity and also quality and
their campaigns take place for longer times as 4 days-1 week on the contrary of the
concept and even if they post few new campaigns each day, their numbers of total
campaigns are high (See Table 2.2). Most of the websites are domestically financed
,(beside Limango and foreign investment received Markafoni and Trendyol) and all
of them are located in Istanbul but can deliver orders to every region within Turkey.
Most presented product categories are women clothing, shoes & bags and
accessories. Differing from others, Clubboon also presents couple of groupon type
offerings in its Clubboon City link. Alamarka also presents continuous discounts of
number of brands on a separate boutique section that requires special access.
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Table 2.1 : Private Shopping Websites in Turkey and their Main Attributes
Private
Shopping
Website

Company
Name

Launch
Date

Blog

Bonus

Other
Access
Sources

Contact

Social
Networking

Delivery
Fee

Brand
Description

Brand
Recommendation

Markafoni

Vipindirim

2008

YES

10 TL

iPhone

T, A, P,
eM

F

4,90 TL
Free over
100 TL

NO

YES

Limango

Otto Group

2009

YES

10 TL

desktop,
iPhone

T, A, P,
eM

F, T, FF

6,95 TL

YES

YES

Trendyol

Dsm Grup

2010

YES

10 TL

none

T, A, C,
eM

F, T, FF

4,95 TL
Free over
100 TL

YES

YES

Vipdükkan

Global ETicaret

2010

YES

10 TL

none

T, A, eM

F, T, FF

4,95 TL
Free over
100 TL

NO

NO

Alamarka

Alamarka

2010

NO

10 TL

none

A, eM

F

3,95 TL

YES

NO

Bedava.com

Beyaz Tekne

2009

NO

10 TL

none

T, A, eM

F, T

4,95 TL

YES

YES

Bankomarka

Alr Grup

2010

NO

5%

none

T, A, eM

F, T

4,50 TL

NO

NO

Bingomingo

2010

NO

15 TL

none

T, eM

F

4,90 TL

NO

NO

2010

NO

10 TL

none

C, eM

F, T, FF

4,95 TL

YES

NO

Markalonga

Bingomingo
Nakon
BiliĢim
Markalonga

2010

NO

10 TL

none

T, A, eM

F, T

4,50 TL

NO

YES

Onstil

Onstil

2010

NO

10 TL

none

T, A, eM

F, T

4,90 TL

NO

NO

Modaelinizde

Orka Group

2010

NO

10 TL

none

A, eM

F, T, FF

3,00 TL

YES

NO

Clubboon

Contact: Able to be contacted via; T: Telephone, A: Address, P: Personal Contact, eM: eMail, C: Call Center
Social Networking: F: Facebook, T: Tweeter, FF: FriendFeed
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Table 2.2 : Average Number of Daily New & Total Campaigns Presented by Private Shopping Websites and Percentage Distribution with
respect to Product Categories
Private
Shopping
Website
Clothing
Women
Clothing
Men
Clothing
Infant &
Children
Shoes &
Bags
Accessories

Alamarka

Bedava.
com

Limango

6%

2%

8%

4%

6%

6%

16%

24%

33%

18%

24%

13%

3%

2%

4%

7%

5%

4%

4%

3%

Trendyol

Vipdükkan

Markafoni

Banko
marka

Bingo
mingo

Clubboon

3%
8%

Marka
Longa

22%

6%

6%

15%

5%

6%

6%

14%
20%

15%

14%

18%

17%

12%

6%

8%

10%

7%

15%

12%

17%

8%

14%

18%

13%

38%

25%

21%

14%

Swatches

12%

5%

8%

4%

12%

6%

10%

21%

14%

Sunglasses

3%

2%

4%

3%

6%

3%

7%

Cosmetics
Home
Accessories
Home
Textile
Kitchen
Ware
Sports

9%

5%

4%

4%

6%

3%

5%

5%

7%

6%

9%

7%

4%

6%

6%

13%

3%

7%

4%

7%

3%

6%

5%

4%

6%

8%

6%

8%

15%

Hobby
4%

50%

6%

8%

Moda
Elinizde

15%

6%

13%

Onstil

20%

40%
7%

6%

25%

14%

25%

Electronics

3%

5%

6%

8%

TOTAL

34

42

24

28

17

16

13

31

14

7

4

5

NEW

14

15

9

7

4

4

3

5

4

2

1

1

33

14%

20%

Some of the websites explain the main attributes of included brands, introduces them
briefly in order to inform members and some of them ask their opinions regarding
brands to be presented. Bankomarka is the only website that has an inclusive size
table. Trendyol and Modaelinizde have an “Editor’s Suggestions” section that
displays special products the website editors favor. All of the websites have FAQ
sections but not all of them are inclusive enough. Websites are the main access tool
for shopping clubs in Turkey just Markafoni and Limango has iPhone application
and Limango additionally has a desktop application (See Table 2.1).
Blogs are an important communication tool for these websites. Blogs can be accesses
by links on websites or search engines and includes fashion trends, news and
interviews with fashion world’s celebrities. Social networking is an important
promotion tool because combined with reminder e-mails and advertisements on other
websites; they play an important role in generating store traffic (See Table 2.1).
Most websites award their members with 10 TL discount checks by the time their
invitees make their first purchase except Bankomarka which awards with the 5% of
the purchase amount (See Table 2.1). Limango presents its members spontaneous
discount checks that are valid for one hour. Website additionally offers utilities such
as batteries, razor blades and hygiene products with discounts at the shopping basket
confirmation stage whereas bedava.com presents such products as gifts. Trendyol
offers free conversation minutes for Vodafone customers and Limango offers
business related products for TurkCell İşteCell customers.
All websites charge their members delivery fees but some of them do not charge any
additional fee over certain amounts of purchases and for returns (See Table 2.1).
Additionally websites do not enable members to purchase products from different
campaigns within the same order; therefore charging them delivery fees more than
once.
In Turkey, many diversification efforts in private shopping market have been seen.
As in global market, first diversification efforts were made on presented product
types. Several websites are offering home wares and furniture brands in private
shopping concept such as evim.net and evmanya.com (additionally has a regular
shopping platform) (Demirel, F., 2011). Other diversification efforts were performed
regarding consumer demographics; websites such as paramini, unnado and
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limangokids present offerings just for pregnant, infants and children. In addition,
many platforms that present daily offerings of private shopping websites such as
indirimkulübü, alışverişkulüpleri and markafonim inform consumers about tens of
daily new campaigns over one platform acting as search engines or price comparison
websites for this subject.
Private shopping has gained so much attention that the same concept has been
transferred to B2B markets. Websites such as pozitix (launched in October, 2010)
and firmanya presents its business customers and their employees offerings for
travelling, logistics, consulting and educational services, office furniture and
electronics from companies such as MNG Kargo, AirFrance, Bürosit, Remax and
Xerox (Öncel, 2010).
Traditional fashion retailers are also adapting the concept. In fact, high-end
department stores have already begun attempts to appeal to this specific market.
Companies such as Burberry and Marks&Spencer are making special discount sales
from their websites for limited time to their special customers, whom gain access by
invitation and password containing e-mails (Corcoran, 2009; Golden, 2010).
Private shopping market is now in its growth stage. Many websites operate in this
market and many more established traditional retailers and click-onlys are planning
to invest in the business. One of the most popular groupons in Turkey, grupanya and
one of the biggest department store chains in Turkey, Boyner Group, is planning to
launch their private shopping website soon as morhipo.com (Kutsal, 2011) in order
not to miss “the pouring rain”. In addition, a new website called daybuyday that is
founded by Vakko and hepsiburada.com cooperation soon will be launched.
Private Shopping websites have contributed to the development of online fashion
retailing in Turkey as it did to groupons globally. These fashion e-retailers operate on
stock basis and presents global brands such as Agent Provocateur, Calvin Klein,
Emporio Armani and Tommy Hilfiger. Some of the popular online fashion retailers in
Turkey are beyazkutu, mormani, manyamarka, outletim and mill&fashion (offers just
handbags). Beyazkutu also has a private shopping section in which it offers limited
numbers of campaigns.
Fashion e-tailers and private shopping clubs are on the same line with formerly
developed “fast fashion” trend in which designs moving from catwalks to streets in
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fastest time, pioneered by Zara, Topshop and H&M. Now consumers can by latest
designs in shorter time with more affordable prices and many manufacturers are also
launching different brands for low-income consumer segments (Evran, 2011).
Private shopping websites attract many investors form all around the world
(Kalkavan, 2010). They have on average 35% profit margins, enchanting rates with
respect to traditional retailers’ (mostly one digit) and regular e-retailers’ (amazon,
25%) and also provide additional short-term financial resources because of the time
delay between payments of the members and payment to the suppliers. Investors’
attention has increased the number of imitations and these clones may alienate
further investments and more importantly consumers, affecting first movers
negatively (Golden, 2010). However, they also have some disadvantages. In a
conference on private sales market, common problems in the industry are specified
as sourcing, logistics, order returns and store traffic (Afra, 2010a). Although these
websites’ advertising expenses are very low considering viral marketing, their
inventory, logistics and presentation (photo shoots, models etc.) costs are high
comparing to other e-tailers and therefore should be carefully monitored. One of the
main risks in the business is finding enough merchandise to present and their
ownership. In economic recession, the business grow very well but many industry
experts are curious about the time when economies start growing and manufacturers
not piling up that much stocks (Corcoran, 2009).
Presenting time-limited campaigns may also become a disadvantage for private
shopping clubs since there are many online shopping websites that increasingly offer
longer-time campaigns or every-day-low-prices for apparels and accessories such as
bluefly.com (Rao, 2009) and hepsiburada.com. Some of the clubs present both
private shopping concept and EDLP boutiques in order to overcome these obstacles
(e.g. alamarka.com) as mentioned before. Therefore, it is important for these clubs to
secure their position as presenting most fashionable products at best price.
There have been many criticisms about private shopping websites. Their product
breadth and depth have broadened increasingly in time and therefore they are seen as
treats by existing e-retailers. In Turkey, private shopping clubs are also offering
current season’s products and products within other categories far away from textile
such as consumer electronics. Both manufacturers and e-tailers are complaining them
for damaging their businesses and predicting eventually cannot find such profitable
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and available offers to present in upcoming future (Özkan, 2011). These inclusive
strategies also affect their promised discount rates negatively and diminish average
discount rate. Additionally, some people criticize the overall concept for
manufacturers’ cleaning their excessive and fashioned-out stocks (Golden, 2009) and
some other consumers are accusing them with false pretenses, claiming that same
products can be found in regular e-retailers and offline stores with nearly or less
prices.
In private shopping business, logistics and customer service came forward as the
major success dimensions with respect to other criterion. By designing effective
CRM and efficient SCM systems and combining them with an overall luxury and
elite image, these businesses can guarantee both market position and financial gains.
Now hundreds of private shopping websites are operating locally and globally. Many
debates are being performed about the future of the business, whether they are
“bubbles” or up to become “Amazon”s. Many business people are optimist. The
market seems to grow bigger and many more companies predicted to join in
(Corcoran, 2009). For upcoming years, many industry specialists expect increasing
competition and decreasing profit margins in the market, resulting with intensified
consolidation activities as happened years ago for electronic commerce (Watkins,
2010).
After analyzing sales promotions, online retailing and private shopping concepts, the
next section examines online consumer behavior and consumers’ behavior towards
private shopping websites in order to constitute the research model.
2.4 Online Consumer Behavior Research
Today, significant portion of commercial activities take place over the Internet. Since
commercial activities’ main goal is to sale, sale can be realized by the purchase of a
different party, as we know consumers. Therefore, for electronic commercial
activities, it is important to analyze online consumers’ behavior. In online context
customer service, trust and positive WOM are generally regarded as the key success
factors and by understanding these effects, online retailers can secure their future.
Another importance of online consumer behavior studies is that; website design (web
experience) and marketing mix (product, place, price, and promotion) are the
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controllable factors of online shopping, however, e-retailers cannot control
consumers and other external factors (culture, technology, politics etc.) (Ene, 2007).
Businesses and academics are aware of this issues’ criticality and therefore over
years, increasingly, many studies regarding; determining and understanding
important factors in online consumers’ buying and not buying decisions,
qualifications

(demographics,

physiological

and

behavioral

characteristics,

motivations etc.), post-purchase behaviors and effective environmental conditions in
their decision-making processes are presented. The studies are performed by various
kinds of disciplines, mainly management, marketing (consumer research),
information technologies and psychology (Cheung et al. 2003).
By global means, each year, the number of people that use IT and have access to
WWW increases. WWW users’ positive attitude and tendency towards online
shopping increases as well. These trends indicate that there are significant numbers
of online consumers and their numbers are expected to increase, which makes online
consumer behavior studies more popular and necessary.
Global Online Consumers
European market is one of the most developed markets in the world. Considering
regions’ development level in information technologies utilization and household
income, Europe is regarded as an important market for e-businesses. UK consumers
have been identified as the most enthusiastic online shoppers in Europe (Vazquez
and Xu, 2009). Below in Figure 2.3 percentage of individuals aged 16-74 using the
Internet for ordering goods and services in European countries are presented.
Statistics are obtained from Eurostat 2010 data.
A research conducted by Nielsen in 2010 about European’s online shopping
tendencies reveals that on average 79% of the European population are considering
buying products and services online and defined appropriateness, convenience and
price advantage as the most important attributes for online shopping. Online
shoppers’ numbers are increasing in parallel with income and education levels and
also books, clothing & apparel and plane tickets & reservations are the most
purchased items online (Aslan, 2010).
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Figure 2.3 : Percentage of Individuals Using the Internet for Ordering Goods and
Services in 2010 (Eurostat.com)
In US, with respect to Forrester Research Inc. 2010 data, 60% of consumers are
shopping online at least quarterly and there is not a significant difference in
percentages between different age groups (internetretailer.com). Beside purchasing
products, Internet is widely used for price comparison, information search, gathering
news and social networking by US consumers (Rodriguez, 2009). At the first years
of e-commerce, online consumers were profiled as male, young adults, wealthier and
more enthusiastic; however, in time it has been found that Internet shoppers are
beginning to mirror the U.S. population in diversity (Lester et al., 2005).
Barnes et al. (2007)’s study that has been conducted with 1011 French, German and
US consumers reveals that there are three types of online shoppers: risk-adverse
doubters (mostly French), open minded online shoppers (mostly Americans) and
reserved information seekers (mostly Germans) with respect to their attitude,
willingness to buy and shopping pleasure. French consumers regard online shopping
as a risky task whereas German and American consumers enjoy the experience.
Some other studies indicate that there are not significant differences between online
shoppers with respect to their nationalities and cultures (Kau et al., 2003), whereas
others claim that socio-economic characteristics of consumers differ with respect to
their nationalities (Hernandez et al., 2010)
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In China, there were 108 million online shoppers in 2009. Online shoppers’
percentage in total Chinese population has risen from 22,1% in 2007 to 28,1% in
2010, in just three years (Su and Huang, 2011).
Turkish Online Consumers
As if 2011, Turkey is the seventh biggest e-commerce market in the world. Currently
there are 4-6 million online shoppers and expected to reach up to 20-22 million in
2013 (Üner, 2010).
With respect to TÜĠK’s “Turkish Households’ IT Utilization Research” in 2010,
Turkey has around 72 million citizens, 41,6% of Turkish population has Internet
access (was 18,94% in 2007 (Turan, 2008)) and 15% (5,65% in 2007 (Turan, 2008))
of these Internet users are online consumers (TÜĠK, 2010). BKM’s data are in
parallel with this increasing trend in online shopping. By 2010, 7% of all credit card
sales have been realized on the web with 15 billion TL (Afra, 2011). In Table 2.4,
total numbers and amounts of credit card (most preferred payment method in online
shopping) transactions utilized for online shopping in last six years are listed.
Table 2.3 : Total Number & Amounts of Credit Card Transactions in Turkey (BKM,
2011)
YEAR
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Transaction Amount
(million TL)
1.716,18
2.471,74
5.180,13
7.613,04
8.431,35
10.649,23

Transaction Number
(unit)
16.962.149
19.933.704
49.591.402
57.689.412
63.149.123
71.696.840

IT utilization in Turkey differs with respect to people’s age, gender and education
level and there is a significant gap between these consumer groups (T.C. DTP, 2010).
Internet utilization rates are lower with respect to European Union rates in every area
as in females’ with respect to males, increase parallel with education level, decrease
unparallel with age group and Internet is mostly used in homes, works and Internet
cafes (which largely contributed to Internet’s widespread in Turkey with large
number of Internet service providers (Topaloğlu, 2009)). Statistics indicate that most
of the Internet users are frequent users, use Internet every/nearly every day. Below in
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Figure 2.4, Internet utilization with respect to age groups in Turkey for 2009 is
presented (T.C. DTP, 2010).

Male

Female

percentage

Turkey

Figure 2.4 : Internet Utilization Rates in Turkey with respect to Age Groups, 2009
(T.C. DPT, 2010)
With respect to 2009 data, sending and receiving e-mails (72,4%) are the most given
reasons for Internet utilization, after that reading news (70%), sending instant
messages (57,8%), playing games, watching videos and listening music (56,3%) and
information search regarding product and services (49,8%) comes next respectively.
Purchasing products and services, as an Internet utilization purpose, is on the 17th
line with 2% in the online population (T.C. DTP, 2010). That results indicate that
Turkish consumers are not yet fully get used to the Internet and shopping online, in
general, there is not a negative attitude but it is still regarded as a risky task, and are
using Internet mostly to research products and services and mostly buying them from
offline channels (Turan, 2008).
With respect to Google Turkey’s data obtained by surveying 1016 online consumers,
Turkish online consumers mostly purchase technological and travelling related
products. Internet has been seen as a major information source for product search,
especially technological products such as computers or mobile phones. Additionally
63% of the consumers prefer offline channels for clothing and apparel. Online
consumers have been classified into two major groups: consumers that are searching
and shopping online and consumers that are searching online and purchasing offline
(hemenal.com).
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2.4.1 Consumer Behavior towards Online Shopping
Internet is an important sales and communication channel for organizations and
predicted to develop more in upcoming years. Online shopping phenomenon
provides many advantages for both companies and consumers. From the emergence
of e-retailers, consumer behavior research has become an important research area
especially for marketers and psychologists. Early studies about online shopping were
focused on its providing such as convenience and cost advantages and concerns
especially for trust and security. Consumer studies were emphasized on trying to
identify online buyers and non-buyers' characteristics and what turns visitors into
buyers (Bourlakis et al., 2008). In time however, by consumers getting more
experienced, issues such as quality of information, ease of ordering and reliability
become important (McQuitty and Peterson, 2000).
In future, it has been commonly foreseen that consumers will not need any website
for shopping, point-of-sales will increase, and most of the purchases will become
more automated especially for commodity products, therefore consumers will
become less engaged to the purchasing process. Ubiquitous retailing will become the
major trend. Therefore, companies will have less time to set and manage
relationships with their customers and should reconfigure their CRM strategies
(Bourlakis et al., 2008). Considering online retailing’s 20 year past, it can still be
regarded in its development stage and these predictions have long way to be realized,
even if they will.
Cross-shopping behavior between channels is a frequently discussed topic in online
consumer behavior research. Previously online and offline channels were evaluated
as alternatives for each other. It has been recently realized that consumers’ attitude
towards a retailers’ offline channel affects his/her attitude towards its online channel
and vice versa. Therefore, many companies implement multichannel strategies in
order to develop their customer relations and provide customer satisfaction and
loyalty (Kim and Park, 2005).
Online Purchasing Process
Online purchasing process is very similar with the offline, traditional purchasing
process. Its main stages are commonly defined as need recognition, information
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search, evaluation of the alternatives, purchase and post-purchase evaluation
(Jayawardhena et al., 2007; Lin, 2003).
Online Shopping vs. Traditional Shopping
The main differentiation between online and traditional shopping is that online
process is realized faster (Jayawardhena et al. 2003). With respect to a study
performed in 2005 on 7 million people, on average it takes 19 hours for a consumer
to make his/her initial purchase on Internet. This time is especially spent on
information search and cross checking. In time, with the development of ICT,
Internet utilization and consumers perception of online shopping, this period has
become shorter. Rowley, 1998 defined the stages of the Internet shopping experience
as: browsing and product identification, selection and ordering, security and payment
and delivery (Bourlakis et al. 2008).
Differences between traditional and online shopping are one of the most discussed
research subjects in literature. Most of the researchers agree that they are not very
different; consumers are going under similar decision-making processes, effects of
store attributes on traditional and website attributes in online context can influence
consumers shopping behavior, however they agree that the traditional consumer
behavior models need to be modified in order to reflect online shoppers’ behaviors
more realistic (Sial, 2009).
Providing of Online Shopping
As mentioned several times previously, Internet provides many advantages for
consumers. Main advantages that it provides are:
Offer
Price
Convenience
Offer
Offer refers to the richness and the variety of goods and services and deals that the
online retailer presents (Bressolles and Durrieu, 2010) and seen as one of the most
important dimension a website must provide in order to be successful in competition.
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Internet is like a limitless information database. People can obtain any type of
information over websites and web libraries. For consumers, it is acting as a store
that has all kind of products and services and does not have any walls, which would
limit its boundary. From global to local, most of the companies have Internet
existence. Many companies perform online retailing activities on their websites, even
if not, they present their products/services in order to introduce themselves and their
offerings to consumers.
Even if they do not shop online, most of the consumers use Internet for getting
information about products/services, their utilization, consumer commentaries etc.
Researching products online also make consumers feel more confident in their
purchases (Rodriguez, 2009). Internet’s ability to contain more elements than
physical mediums, enable companies to present many informational and visual
components. Therefore, many well-designed websites present comprehensive
product information regarding their physical properties, ingredients, utilization areas
and visuals such as high definition images and videos. These presentations are more
important for some product groups such as electronics and apparel since customers
are more involved in the purchasing process of hedonic products with respect to
utilitarian products (Lester et al., 2005).
A study conducted in Turkey with 520 participants reveals that entertainment
products (books and CD’s) are the most purchased products on the web with 25,19%.
After them, reservation and ticket sales of various travelling and entertainment
activities (24,42%), cosmetics and personal care (5,41%), software products (4,86%)
and apparel and accessories comes next (4,42%) (Ene, 2007). With respect to TÜĠK,
dates between April 2009 and March 2010, apparel, accessories and sports products
were the most purchased products on the web with 24,3%, after them, electronics
(28,3%), home wares (19,3%), travelling tickets (15,2%), car rental services (15,2%)
and foods and daily requirements (13,3%). Previous period, electronics were the
most online purchased product group with 32,2% (TÜĠK, 2010).
Online retailing also enables companies to offer more customized, even personalized
products for consumers. Since online medium is more close to perfect market
conditions, intense competition in online context forces e-tailers to design their webstores and offers more customized in order to provide consumers’ sympathy, positive
attitude, revisits and loyalty. Memberships, designing customized welcome pages for
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each member and suggesting new products or informing consumers about new trends
with respect to their personal info, previous purchases and navigation are the most
basic customization applications.
This providing of online shopping provides consumers power with respect to retailers
and manufacturers since they are able to see every offering of each retailer and
compare them with respect to each other (Vazquez and Xu, 2009). Therefore, recent
years, power shift and consumer empowerment subjects have been discussed broadly
in the context of online shopping (Pires et al., 2006; McQuitty and Peterson, 2000).
Price
In the development years of e-commerce, since it was a new way of shopping,
consumers evaluated it as a high risky task (McQuitty and Peterson, 2000).
Therefore, consumers were expecting additional gains with respect to values they
had obtained in traditional shopping. Most of the first e-tailers were presenting price
advantages in order to both attract consumers to online shopping and to compensate
their security, privacy and customer service related deficiencies. Also in the first
years of e-commerce, mostly cheap products are offered on websites, expensive
products were not preferred because of the risks associated with in (Bourlakis et al.
2008).
Internet provides many advantages for companies as mentioned previously. The cost
advantages it provides to companies, reflects to their online prices as well. Today
most of the multichannel retailers’ online prices are less than their offline prices and
there is an intense competition between them and click-only retailers. Also online
retailers present many monetary and non-monetary promotions such as coupons and
free shipping (Topaloğlu, 2009) in order to attract online consumers, provide loyalty
of their current customers and manage their sales and communication channels with
respect to their overall strategies.
Convenience
Convenience is the most important advantage that the Internet provides and the main
reason behind widespread of online shopping (McQuitty and Peterson, 2000).
Convenience of the Internet provides many advantages for both consumers and
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companies. Companies can find consumers anywhere in the world and can present
their offerings as much as they want since there are no store boundaries on the web.
Also for consumers, beside finding every offering that has been presented on the
web, they can find these offerings anytime they want since there is no time limit on
the web as if they are 24/7 open stores which they can visit from their homes or
everywhere where they can find a computer with Internet access (Childers et al.,
2003). Consumers can search for all kinds of offerings on websites. While it takes
several hours to navigate a couple of traditional retailers, it takes several minutes for
online retailers.
Especially for utilitarian products and services, convenience is the main motivation
for consumers in online shopping. However, for hedonic products such as clothing
and apparel, beside convenience, entertaining aspect of shopping online becomes an
important motivator for consumers (Lester et al., 2005).
Concerns Regarding Online Shopping
As Internet’s advantages are obvious, many concerns regarding online shopping
exists and these main concerns are:
Customer Service
Trust
Substitutability
Customer Service
In online retailing, convenience was the first differentiator between traditional and
online retailers and among online retailers. After most of the retailers provided
certain level of convenience, price has become the main differentiator and many
price wars began between online retailers in order to attract most consumers and
perform biggest sales. As online retailing industry settled in time, many problems
such as order delivery, security, privacy etc. have been exceeded in general and
customer service has become the main differentiator between online retailers
(Jayawardhena et al 2003).
Customer service’s importance comes from its role as the key success factor in
online retailing because it is the main influencing factor for customer satisfaction,
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which in turn provides retention and loyalty. Satisfaction is related to expectations
and perceived performance. When they meet, confirmation is realized and
satisfaction occurs. Perceived performance is significantly affected by the quality
level of the service provided and being evaluated with expectations, if occurs,
satisfaction provides the behaviors’ continuance (Cheung et al., 2003). Consumers
are now searching for more than cheap prices; they also value “the service” they are
getting.
One of the biggest obstacles in online retailing was and still is on some level, order
delivery problems. Combined with WOM, order problems such as late and inaccurate
deliveries are one of the most effective reasons for consumers’ positive/negative
attitudes towards online retailers, even to overall retailing concept (Bourlakis et al.,
2008; Mottner et al., 2002). Most of these problems are caused by retailers’ poor
logistical and communicational performances (Murphy and Bruce, 2003). Beside
deliveries, return and warranty issues are important for consumers in online context
since the only contact point with e-retailers is mostly the website and consumers
cannot be sure what will happen if they want to return the product or a problem
occurs with the product in time (Kim et al., 2009). In addition, loading times of
webpages are a significant determinant for consumers’ attitude, as in traditional
context, customers’ patience to wait for sales representatives or orders in restaurants
are limited (McQuitty and Peterson, 2000).
With respect to T.C. DPT’s data for 2009, most faced problems regarding online
shopping are listed as; delivering defected/wrong products (52,3%), exceeding
promised delivery time (30,0%), upload problems during ordering and payment
stages (25,2%), lack of information regarding warranties and other consumer rights
(10,6%) and difficulty of presenting complaints, regaining damages and lack of
response after complaints (9,30%) respectively (T.C. DPT, 2010).
For many years, it has been realized that firms are not solely presenting products or
services; they are presenting a bundle that includes products, services and
experiences. Therefore, service quality has become an important subject for both
business and academic world in order to provide customer satisfaction. Parasuraman
comprehensively defined traditional service quality dimensions in 1985 as
SERVQUAL. After e-commerce’s emergence and rapid development, the same
guideline has been required for the online context since the lack of human interaction
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in online context means that determinants such as competence, friendliness,
helpfulness, care etc. are just significant in traditional context, not relevant with eretailing and issues such as accessibility, communication, appearance etc become
important factors. Zeithalm et al. have defined electronic service quality dimensions,
e-SQ in 2000, as the extent to which a website facilitates efficient and effective
shopping, purchasing and delivery of products and services. Dimensions of e-SQ are
determined as: quality and quantity of information, ease of use, design and aesthetics,
reliability, security and privacy, offer and interactivity. E-SQ is a transactional
quality that includes both pre- and post- evaluation of service experience (Kim et al.
2009; Bressolles and Durrieu, 2010).
Beside offerings and services, experiences are an important dimension in online
shopping in order to attract visitors, turn them in to customers and provide their
retention. Therefore beside utilitarian aspects of online shopping (product/service
information, price information and ease of ordering), hedonic aspects play an
important role in that manner. Hedonic aspects of online shopping include
entertaining dimensions of a shopping process. In traditional shopping, entertaining
and social activities such as navigation in a physical store and being communicated
with other customers and sales representatives affect consumers overall attitude and
behavior towards the shopping process. The same is valid for online shopping.
Hedonic elements such as high definition images, music, entertaining commentaries,
minigames, entertaining demonstrations, meal recipes, blogs, forums and similar
elements are designed in order to adapt consumers to online shopping and secure
their revisits and repurchases (Topaloğlu, 2009; Childers et al., 2003).
Trust
Trust has become one of the most important concerns ever since the emergence of
online shopping. In online context, buyer and seller come together on a virtual
environment without any physical contact and therefore trust becomes an important
dimension in order to settle commercial transactions (Ene, 2007). Trust is defined as
the confidence of one party’s on others’ integrity and reliability (Barnes et al., 2007).
In online context, trust generally means as consumers’ confidence on online retailers’
ability to keep their promises, fulfill the terms of the exchange and includes issues
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such as risk, past experiences, service quality, privacy and security beside the
trustworthiness of the selling party.
Risks are very important in trust building process. If the online retailer cannot
eradicate risks perceived by the consumers, trust cannot be formed, sale cannot be
realized, and more importantly, the relationship building process will not start. With
respect to Lee and Turban (2001) building trust depends on the Internet’s (technical
competence, reliability, medium understanding), online retailers’ (ability, integrity,
benevolence) trustworthiness and other contextual factors (3rd party certification and
security infrastructure). Many researchers have presented studies regarding perceived
risks. With respect to Forsythe and Shi (2003), six types of risks are perceived by
online consumers while they are being engaged in an online shopping process (one of
the most comprehensive risk model in the literature). These perceived risks are
financial, product performance, convenience, physical, social and psychological risks
(Bourlakis et al., 2008). Perceived risks affects consumers’ information seeking and
purchase decision-making behavior and depends on individual’s risk perception
(Barnes et al., 2007).
With respect to TÜĠK’s “Turkish Household’s IT Utilization Research” in 2005,
security and sharing credit card details (22,6%), dominance of traditional shopping
habits (20,01%) and unwillingness to share personal information on the Internet
(10,42%) were perceived as the most important risks of online shopping (Topaloğlu,
2009).
Experiences with previous online purchases are also an important factor in evaluating
risks and trust. If the consumer perceives any type of risk, he/she turns to him/herself
and evaluates the situation with respect to his/her past experiences or the experiences
of other people whom he/she can trust such as family, friends or opinion leaders and
decides on which behavior to exhibit.
Privacy refers to guarantee consumers’ personal and transaction related information’s
secrecy and agree on not to sell or exchange these information (Bressolles and
Durrieu, 2010) with another party. Privacy is regarded as more important in
customized purchases such as clothing, apparel etc. since they are more special than
utilitarian products; they are personal and individual (Lester et al., 2005).
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Security was the most important issue in electronic commerce since its emergence
and business experts stated many concerns regarding the issue. In the first years of ecommerce, many fraud and financial abuses have taken place, there were no laws or
legislations about the exchange activities between consumers and online retailers,
systems’ security was depended on e-tailers’ fairness. In this period, several
suggestion have been developed in order to prevent financial losses such as digital
money, which is proposed by many industry experts in order to prevent financial
losses and fraud (Bourlakis et al., 2008). In time, industry standards have been
settled, consumers become more conscious and governments constituted many laws.
Trust prompting seals such as SSL (Secure Sockets Layer), SET (Kahya et al., 2007),
3D Secure, AOL, Green Browser, RapidSSL etc. are important security elements that
e-retailers need to be certified with, affect consumers’ trust and therefore affecting
attitude and willingness to buy (Hu et al., 2003). In spite of many security
precautions, there are still concerns regarding online retailing’s security by
consumers, especially in countries where e-retailing is recently developed. However,
although security’s criticality is obvious, some of the recent studies found that the
quality of information, ease of ordering, and reliability were more important than
security (McQuitty and Peterson, 2000).
Many studies concluded that in order to provide consumers’ trust, online retailers has
to provide certain level of privacy, certified security and qualified service level
(Bressolles and Durrieu, 2010).
Substitutability
One of the most important problems of online shopping is the lack of senses (smell,
touch, taste, feel, visually inspection) and the lack of the experiential aspect of
traditional shopping (physical store atmosphere, trips to stores, being social with
store employees/other customers). Shopping is a multi-sensory experience and it is
important to determine whether some aspect of online shopping limit this experience
and how (Dennis et al., 2010). The issue determined as one of the top reasons behind
consumers’ online non-shopping behavior (Lester et al., 2005). This problem is
referred as the lack of substitutability of online shopping and pointed out/included in
consumer behavior models by many studies (e.g. Kau et al., 2003; Dennis et al.,
2010).
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Substitutability defined as the ability of e-shopping to compensate for the lack of
sensory inputs compared to traditional shopping and has four dimensions:
knowledge, quality, information and tangible attributes (Dennis et al., 2010). By its
nature, Internet just provides senses of sight and sound (Hernandez et al., 2010).
Since individuals get experienced by the things they go through, lack of these
physical and emotional elements disable consumers to become experienced in online
shopping, and therefore they are generally become less satisfied with their online
shopping experience (Childers et al., 2003). Therefore, even people that shop online
still do not quit their offline shopping habits (Bourlakis et al., 2008).
Companies implement many applications in order to provide substitutability. It is
especially hard for new products or products that can only be found on the Internet to
persuade consumers to purchase. Lack of substitutability was also the main reason
behind early predictions regarding online fashion retailing’s failure. Combined with
offline channels, strong brand image and familiar brand name (Park and Lennon,
2009), proper and clear images, using fashion models, video demonstrations, detailed
product information etc. e-retailers mostly overcome this problem and clothing and
apparel are one of the most popular products that have been presented on online
stores. Trust to e-retailer is also another important contributor to provide
substitutability. Most common problems about substitutability are color inaccuracies
especially for cosmetics and apparel. These kinds of misunderstandings create
negative WOM towards both to e-retailers and online shopping (Dennis et al., 2010).
Dennis et al., (2010)’s study on 150 respondents reveals that substitutability is a
significant moderating factor on attitude’s, trust’s and e-shopping experience’s effect
on purchase intentions and positively and directly effects purchase intentions.
Online Consumer Demographics
Demographic characteristics (age, gender, family, occupation, income, race,
education etc.) are one of the most utilized consumer characteristics by marketers in
order to segment consumers - beside psychographic (social class, lifestyle,
personality etc.) and behavioral characteristics (benefits, attitudes, loyalty etc.) - and
analyzing consumer behavior models (Hernandez et al., 2011).
Early studies on online consumer behavior have profiled online shoppers as mostly
male, having higher socio-economic status (Bourlakis et al, 2008), convenience
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oriented, less risk adverse and not brand loyal (Jayawardhena et al., 2007). In time,
with the widespread of the Internet and increase in society’s ICT literacy, these
demographical differences, age, gender, income (Hernandez et al., 2011) etc. started
to diminish (Lester et al., 2005).
In online shopping researches, most of the studies are conducted on young adults
because of their familiarity with ICT (Lester et al., 2005). Conducting studies on
young adults are also making to predict future consumer behavior easier (Kau et al.,
2003). Current young adult generation have more options with respect to other
generations and are more conscious, more easily decide on what they want and what
they prefer. In addition, cross-shopping is more intense in this consumer group
(Vazquez and Xu, 2009). Elder people evaluate Internet as a riskier task, they are
more resistant to change and insist on trying products before purchasing (Hernandez
et al., 2011).
Hernandez et al. (2011)’s comprehensive study regarding socio-economic
characteristics of consumers (age, gender and income) moderating effects on online
shopping behavior reveals that these characteristics do no moderate experienced
online shoppers’ behavior. When consumers become experienced in online shopping
their behavior become more similar and socio-economic characteristics do not differ,
their behavior differ significantly in initial purchases since it has been found that
demographic factors such as gender and age are significant factors when people face
new things. For example in some studies men are claimed to be more pragmatic
whereas women are more anxious by the time they face with new things and affected
more by their social environment, people with lower income regard online shopping
as riskier since their tolerance for financial losses are lower with respect to
consumers with higher income.
Therefore, since there is significant numbers of experienced online shoppers, it is
claimed that instead of focusing on consumers’ demographic and socio-economic
characteristics, researchers need to emphasize on behavioral dimensions in order to
produce results that are more effective.
Customer Motivations
Ultimate goal in commercial activities is to sale and provide customers’ positive
response, satisfaction in order to secure future gains. Therefore, customer satisfaction
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is an important goal to be achieved. Customer satisfaction in online context has been
investigated by many academics and Lin (2003) specified three important
dimensions of satisfaction that needs to be developed as customer need, customer
value and customer cost. Marketers are both trying to identify consumers’ wants and
needs, responding them and persuade them to satisfy their wants and needs (Ene,
2007). Consumers are motivated by their explicit and implicit wants and needs and
companies are trying to persuade consumers to satisfy them. Motives are stimulated
needs and motivation is defined as behaving in order to realize a purpose (Ene,
2007). With respect to Solomon two types of needs, hence, motivations exist:
utilitarian and hedonic (Lin, 2003). In utilitarian perspective, consumers are
concerned with purchasing products/services in an efficient and timely manner to
achieve their goals with minimum of exertion, and in hedonic perspective, consumers
are more interested in the experiential, entertaining and emotional aspects of their
need fulfillment process (Childers et al., 2001; Lin, 2003).
Past Experiences:
It has been widely recognized that consumer behavior does not remain stable over
time. Experiences acquired from past offline and online purchases affect consumers’
current and future perceptions. When consumers repeat a behavior several times,
they feel more and more confident, more in control and form favorable intentions, in
this case purchase and repurchase intentions towards online shopping (Hernandez et
al., 2010). Web experience is a multi-dimensional concept that includes visual,
communicational, security and convenience related elements, and has become an
important fact that needs to be created and managed in order to provide consumers’
adoption (Ene, 2007).
Internet is still regarded as a risky medium by a significant consumer group and
therefore, experience becomes an important dimension (Jayawardhena et al., 2007).
Online shopping is still a developing concept; therefore, there are many first
shoppers. Hence, it becomes important to analyze first and experienced consumers’
behavior in order for companies to determine which strategies/applications to
implement to attract which one of them or both. For experienced users, e-retailers
should implement activities that increase the convenience aspect of online shopping
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such as one-click order confirmation, and for first users exploratory and directive
applications should be presented on the website.
Web Atmospherics
As if store attributes in traditional retailing, web atmospherics is an important
dimension of online retailing that provides consumer’s attention and affect their
attitudes towards to both online shopping and to the website. Website atmospherics
include all aspects of a website that acts as a stimulus.
Website atmospherics concept (referred as Webmospherics by some studies e.g.
Childers et al., 2001) covers website design and aesthetic elements, richness of the
presentation, graphics, images, videos, audios, colors, logos, information quality,
accuracy and actuality, layout, menus, external and internal links, sitemaps and other
presentational and navigational characteristics and many more that constitute the
online

buying

environment

(Bressolles

and

Durrieu,

2010).

Pleasurable

environmental characteristics and ease of navigation enable visitors to be exposed to
more stimuli on websites and speed up their purchase (Niazi, 2008). Additionally,
these characteristics of the online buying environment provide consumers’
satisfaction and loyalty.
Web atmospherics is an important dimension in order to create web experience and a
motivating factor on consumer’s behalf, and to provide their adoption. Consumers
spend several minutes on websites and therefore an online shopping medium has to
be attractive in order to provide visitors’ attention and purchase (Ene, 2007).
Consumer Behavior Models
As mentioned previously, consumer behavior is one of the most discussed topics in
business research increasingly (Cheung et al., 2003), and investigated by various
kinds of disciplines such as management, marketing, information systems and
psychology. Consumer behavior models are trying to understand which factors and
how they are significant (antecedent, moderating, mediating) in consumers’ decision
making processes, behaviors (buying/not buying), intentions and attitudes with
respect to certain product categories, sales and communication channels etc. These
studies are being performed in order to understand consumer’s “black box” that gets
marketing mix as inputs and gives behaviors as outputs (Ene, 2007).
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Many models have been developed in last several decades (Vazquez and Xu, 2009)
in order to understand consumers’ behaviors and many have been developed in order
to explain online consumers’ behaviors since there are differences between
traditional and online consumers’ behavior as mentioned previously. Widespread of
the Internet has changed consumer habits, behaviors, and therefore new models
required to be developed in order to understand and therefore affect consumer
behavior (Turan, 2008). Early online consumer behavior models were about the
adoption of online shopping, later on buying/not buying and repurchase behaviors
(Abdul-Muhmin, 2011) are investigated (Cheung et al., 2003). Many factors have
been found as significant in consumer behaviors. These factors can be grouped under
five major categories (Cheung et al., 2003):
Consumer (Individual) Characteristics: lifestyle, motivation, experience,
values etc.
Medium Characteristics: web design, navigation, ease of use, interface etc.
Product/Service Characteristics: information, price etc.
Merchant and Intermediary Characteristics: service quality, privacy, security,
after sales services etc.
Environmental Influences: culture, subjective norm etc.
Common Theories Used in Online Consumer Behavior Studies
While constituting consumer behavior models, many theories have been utilized
from different research areas however, Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and TRA
family theories, Technology Acceptance Model and Theory of Planned Behavior are
the most utilized theories while developing hypothesized consumer behavior models
(Cheung et al., 2003). Studies performed in order to understand relationships
between attitudes, intentions and behaviors have provided the emergence of these
TRA family theories (Dennis et al., 2010).
These models in general are trying to understand what determines individuals’
behaviors, intentions and attitudes towards certain activities or facts. (AbdulMuhmin, 2011). Significance of certain dimensions’ effects on attitudes, intentions
and behaviors are tested with hypothesis tests in order to prove their validity or
invalidity.
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Theory of Reasoned Action
Fishbein and Azjen (1975) develop TRA in the social psychology setting (Ene,
2007). TRA is trying to identify what beliefs lie behind behaviors. With respect to
TRA, intentions are direct outcomes of attitudes and subjective norms and intentions
positively affect a person’s decision to behave (Dennis et al., 2009). In here, behavior
is the actual behavior that a person is performing; intentions are the motivations and
readiness of an individual to perform a behavior. Attitude is the inclination or feeling
which produces a predisposition to react favorably or unfavorably to a stimulus
(Hernandez et al., 2011) and can be either positive, negative or neutral and be
evaluated as pre- or post-with respect to research concerns (Abdul-Muhmin, 2011).
Subjective norm is the social aspect of the theory and refers to the influence of other
people on an individual’s intentions with respect to their importance for the
individual. For example, women experience the hedonic aspect of shopping more
with respect to men because there is a general understanding in the society that
women like and enjoy shopping therefore, most of women feel that they should go
shopping order to socialize and have fun. TRA assumes that individuals are in total
control of their behavior, they have total freedom (Dennis et al., 2010).
While observed effects across studies are somewhat fixed, several trends are
apparent. Risk perceptions, price, and cost had a negative impact on online shopping
attitudes, while relative advantage and trust had a positive impact (Allred et al.,
2006). Attitude is an important market segmentation dimension because positive or
negative attitude towards an object/task enables to forecast intentions (Barnes et al.,
2007).
Technology Acceptance Model
TAM is an information systems based model proposed by Davis (1989) and intends
to explain the technological behavior of users by examining the effect of perceived
ease of use (PEoU) and perceived usefulness (PU) on individuals’ attitude over their
intention to use an information system (Hernandez et al., 2011). PEoU refers to how
the user perceives and interacts with the website and whether it is easy or hard
(Bressolles and Durrieu, 2010). PU is related to the convenience aspect of an
information technology, what it will provide (Hernandez et al., 2010). PEoU can be
regarded as a process whereas PU can be regarded as an outcome. Later, in time with
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the development of hedonic aspects of online shopping, some researchers included
the enjoyment dimension to the model (Childers et al., 2003).
Navigation is an important determinant of PEoU (Childers et al., 2003). In traditional
retailing, navigation includes store layout, store maps, aisle designs, directions and
similar issues that enable consumers to both easily find what they are looking for and
enjoy within the process. In online context, navigation refers to how easy visitors can
find what they are looking for in the website, links, menus, site maps, directing users
for what they are looking for or what they may be interested in etc. Internet’s
flexibility provides companies an advantage where they can design unique and
dynamic web-store layouts and can differentiate themselves with respect to their
competitors on the contrary to traditional stores because of high investment costs.
Convenience of online shopping is included in the PU dimension of TAM. In
hedonic e-shopping environments, PEoU is a stronger determinant of attitude
whereas in utilitarian shopping environments PU is more effective on consumers’
attitudes (Childers et al., 2003).
TAM’s two dimensions and trust are claimed to be the major determinants of
consumer buying behavior. Additionally websites’ technological characteristics,
consumer skills, time and monetary sources and product characteristics are found to
be significant (Xu et al., 2010).
Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) is an extended
version of TAM that is developed by Venkatesh et al., (2003). UTAUT aims to
explain user intentions to use and information system and subsequent user behavior.
The model claims that performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence
and facilitating conditions direct usage intention and behavior (Barnes et al., 2007),
the model also takes age, gender, experience and voluntariness of use as mediating
variables (Dennis et al., 2009).
Theory of Planned Behavior
The theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1985, 1991) posits that attitude towards a
behavior, subjective norm and perceived behavioral control are the antecedents of
intention to perform a behavior. Attitude towards a behavior is referred as an
individual’s positive or negative evaluation of a relevant behavior and is composed
of an individual’s salient beliefs regarding the perceived consequences of performing
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behavior. Subjective norm is a function of normative beliefs, which represents an
individual’s perception of whether significant others approve or disapprove of a
behavior. The perceived behavioral control, which is an additional variable to the
TRA (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975), makes TPB behavior distinct from the original
theory (Kim and Park, 2005).
The perceived behavioral control accounts for an individual’s non-volitional aspects
of behavior, when is/her control over behavior is incomplete (Dennis et al., 2009).
This explains an individual’s perception of ease or difficulty by evaluating whether
he/she possesses requisite resources and opportunities necessary to perform a
behavior. Several empirical findings (e.g. Ajzen, 1991; Doll and Ajzen, 1992)
supported the addition of the perceived behavioral control to the traditional attitudebehavior model to be more plausible (Kim and Park, 2005). Perceived behavioral
control is originated from the self-efficacy theory. According to this theory, selfefficacy reflects the beliefs of the individual with regard to his/her capacity to act in a
specific way to achieve the results desired. Applied to online context, it means that
the individual feels capable of searching for information and making purchases on
the Internet and safe and comfortable during the interaction (Hernandez et al., 2010).
Self-efficacy is affected by an individual’s past experience and culture (Su and
Huang, 2011).
In the extended version of TPB, outcome expectancy from social cognitive theory is
included in the model by affecting the perceived behavioral control dimension
(Dennis et al., 2010).
Many online consumer behavior models have been developed over years. These
studies are trying to understand what dimensions are forming consumers online
buying/not buying/re-buying behaviors, intentions and attitudes towards online
shopping. For example, a recent study that has been performed by Abdul-Muhmin
(2011) investigated which factors are effective on consumers’ repeat purchase
intentions since intentions are the major determinants of behaviors. Over satisfaction
with previous online purchases and attitudes towards online shopping, effects of:
satisfaction with prices, delivery times, delivery costs, product quality, customer
services, payment method, payment security and experience are tested and it has
been found that beside satisfaction with delivery costs, all other factors are
significant on online repeat purchase intentions.
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A consumer behavior study in Turkey reveals that benefits of online shopping, able
to use the Internet and technology more efficiently, Internet utilization intensity,
security and experience found to be important dimensions on consumers’ attitude
towards online shopping. It has also been found that men and experienced consumers
have more positive attitude towards online shopping with respect to women and
inexperienced consumers. In addition, education and income have found to be
significant on attitude towards online shopping (Dündar and Yörük, 2009).
Online Consumer Typologies
The goal of a typology is to classify diverse phenomena into meaningful and distinct
subgroups. Developing a typology allows a vendor to optimize the needs of its
customers in every cluster so that the probability of efficiently addressing customer
needs and subsequently increasing sales will be boost. On Internet, customer
segmentation is important to provide success. Consumer typology is a psychologybased method that tries to identify different personalities whom are homogeneous
within and heterogeneous between different groups. By constructing typologies,
using mapping techniques, behaviors of distinct groups can be predicted and
behavior models can assist to define effective consumer segments. It is important to
note that these segmentations are heuristic; their validity depends on certain
conditions (Barnes et al., 2007).
Segmentation analyses are performed in two methods: either stemming from
company management, segmenting consumers with respect to predetermined
dimensions or stemming from market, utilizing market research methods and
clustering (Allred et al., 2006). First consumer segmentation typology was
constituted by Stone in 1954 and was emphasized on the economical aspect of the
shopping activity. First studies generally classified consumers in two ends: such as
active or inactive buyers. However, in time, factors such as convenience, brand etc.
came forward, differing significantly between consumer segments (Jayawardhena et
al., 2007). First online consumer typology study is performed by Brown et al., (2003)
and from that time it has been recognized that traditional and online consumer
classifications show some similarities (Jayawardhena et al., 2007).
General online typology studies are trying to compare online buyers with non-buyers
and segments them with respect to their socio-demographic, innovativeness, risk
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sensitivity characters, utilitarian motivations, attitudes, their propensity to impulse
buying, search for variety, concerns for privacy and many more (Bressolles and
Durrieu, 2010). Donthu and Garcia (1999) are one of the first to examine the
significant differences between Internet shoppers and non-shoppers. They found that
two groups differ significantly in terms of age, income, importance of convenience,
risk aversion, impulsiveness, variety-seeking propensity and attitude towards direct
marketing and advertising (Kau et al., 2003). In other studies, online shoppers are
profiled to be more convenience and variety seekers, innovative, impulsive, and less
risk-averse than non-shoppers are. Other common results indicate that online
shoppers are less price and brand conscious, have more positive attitude towards
online direct marketing and advertising efforts (Allred et al., 2006). In Turkey with
respect to T.C. DPT’s 2009 data, most common reasons for not buying online are: do
not need (72,9%), prefer traditional shopping (34,7%), security and privacy concerns
(30,7%) and lack of online shopping competence (7,0%).
Many consumer typologies have been defined for online consumers with respect to
certain dimensions. For example, Rohm and Swaminathan (2004) have categorized
online consumers based on their buying motivations as: convenience shoppers
(motivated by the practicality of online shopping, economy of time and effort),
variety seekers (motivated by the variety of offerings), store oriented shoppers (more
motivated by “offline” shopping characteristics) and balanced buyers (equally
motivated by all aspects) (Bressolles and Durrieu, 2010). Kau et al., (2003) have
segmented online shoppers with respect to their demographics and attitudes as: onoff shoppers, comparison shoppers, traditional shoppers, e-laggards and information
surfers.
Allred et al., (2006) have classified online shoppers and non-shoppers with respect to
their lifestyles (interests, opinions, lifestyles) and behaviors. They have classified
online shoppers as: socializers, e-shopping lovers, e-value leaders and classified
online non-shoppers as fearful conservatives, shopping averters and technology
muddlers. They have also found that compared with online non-shoppers, online
shoppers are younger, wealthier, better educated, have higher computer literacy,
spend more time on computer, bigger retail spenders and are less fearful about
financial losses resulting from online transactions (Allred et al., 2006). Bressolles
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and Durrieu (2010) have classified French online wine buyers as: disappointed
buyers, reassurance seekers and opportunists.
With respect to Dennis et al.’s (2010) study, 20% of Internet users did not shop
during the past year, 30% of the households are not Internet users and on average
25% of shopping carts are abandoned before confirmation in the UK. Considering
UK’s development level in ICT and Internet utilization these statistics are expected
to become worse in other countries. Therefore, many studies are trying to explain
online consumers’ non-shopping behaviors.
Shopping orientation is a multidisciplinary subject that is frequently utilized
dimension in order to classify consumers. The concept is defined by Stone in 1954
and shopping orientation is defined as shopping lifestyles or shopper styles that place
emphasis on certain activities in particular. Later on consumers’ activities, interests
and opinions are evaluated in the context. Consumers that have different orientations,
have different characteristics and behave differently, they have different needs and
preferences. For example, consumers that have fashion orientation experience more
fun from their shopping activities whereas consumers that do not have fashion
orientation emphasize on cost or convenience. Consumers can also be classified with
respect to their economic, brand, convenience, value, shopping involvement,
entertainment and many more orientations (Visser and Du Preez, 2001).
In a study that classified consumers with respect to their shopping orientations, it has
been found that consumers’ purchase orientations (general disposition of consumers
towards the act of purchase) both in the traditional and online medium are largely
similar. With respect to their purchase orientations, they have defined five online
consumer segments: active shoppers, price sensitive shoppers, discerning (balanced)
shoppers, loyal shoppers and convenience oriented shoppers (Jayawardhena et al.,
2007).
After analyzing online consumer characteristics, behavior and studies, the next
section explains consumer behavior toward private shopping websites, whether
online consumers perceive them similar/dissimilar from regular e-tailers and do their
characteristics and behavior differ significantly.
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2.4.2 Consumer Behavior towards Private Shopping Websites
Private shopping websites differentiate themselves from regular e-tailers mainly by:
Presenting products from certain product categories (apparel/accessories,
sometimes homewares and electronics)
Presenting time limited campaigns of brands/manufacturers (mostly for 2-3
days)
Presenting products with large amounts of discounts (from 30% up to 90%)
As mentioned previously, this study aims to investigate whether these private
shopping related dimensions affect online consumers buying behavior and which
consumer, website and promotion related dimensions are significant on their attitudes
and behavior, by also considering the effects of general online shopping dimensions.
Brands and Products
On private shopping websites, products are presented distinctly with respect to their
product categories under designer/manufacturer brands. Brands are the main reason
behind these websites’ popularity. Brands that are more popular, fashion-oriented,
familiar to consumers have provided these websites’ rapid growth. It has been known
that brand knowledge increases the familiarity and intention to an online retailer
(Rowley, 2009) and strong brand image diminishes uncertainty and risks associated
with shopping online and shopping from a new website and provides consumers’
positive attitude toward an e-retailer (Park and Lennon, 2009, Kau et al., 2003).
Qualifications of the brands that the websites present have helped them to develop
their own image (that based on their domain name (Rowley, 2009)) on consumers’
behalf. Websites that present more brands in quantity, present more popular and
familiar brands and perform brand-building activities have more members and
realize more sales with respect to their competitors. That is why Markafoni (means
symphony of brands), Limango and Trendyol (means “be trendy”) are more popular
with respect to Alamarka, Clubboon etc.
Some academics suggest that many organizations undertake a phased development in
online branding, starting with the basic website design and gradually evolving it (at
the same time, their brand) by offering better opportunities and communicating
brands’ image with the content and service quality presented (Rowley, 2009).
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Another advantage of the private shopping websites is that the sales promotion-based
concept do not affect both the designers/manufacturers’ and websites’ brand image
as in traditional retailing, on the contrary, it increases consumers’ attention to
websites. However, frequent exposures on these websites and campaigns that
continue more than several days affect consumers’ attitudes negatively and they
evaluate these websites as boring and routine. The main reason that the member of
these websites frequent visits (each day or each couple of days) and peak in
websites’ traffic in morning hours (when new campaigns are launched) is that their
ability to post brand new campaigns each day and not to miss these advantageous
campaigns.
At first, these websites were just presenting end of season, female apparel and
accessories therefore offering few with respect to product category and variety.
However, in time, their product portfolio has become wider and they started to offer
brands of male and children apparel and accessories, cosmetics, home and
kitchenwares and electronics. In addition, they have begun to present more up-toseason items. While some campaigns include hundreds of items in various product
categories, there are also campaigns that include several items in just one category.
According to Markafoni, most purchased items differ with respect to campaigns’
content however; most sold items are apparels, shoes, cosmetics and accessories
respectively (Üner, 2010). While male consumers prefer shoes, perfumes and sports
products, female consumers prefer luxury shoes, bags, anti-aging creams and lipglosses. With respect to Limango’s 2010 data, consumers in the Southeast Region in
Turkey mostly purchase luxury apparels. Inner Anatolia Region mostly prefers
stylish apparels, Aegean Region, mostly prefers high-heeled shoes and accessories,
sports products are mostly preferred by Black Sea Region, Mediterranean Region
mostly prefers personal care products and sunglasses of luxury brands are mostly
preferred by East Anatolia Region. Consumers in the Marmara Region equally order
in each product category. Home textile products are more favored by west regions in
Turkey and Black Sea and Inner Anatolia Regions mostly favor swatches. Cosmetics
are least preferred by the Southeast Region (blog.limango, 2010).
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Discounts and Promotions
Global/local economic recessions, high unemployment levels and uncertainties in
daily life shrank consumers’ purchasing power and they generally spend less in order
to secure their unpredicted future.
Last decade has been a dynamic period containing consecutive economic expansions
and recessions. Nevertheless, despite the economic turndowns that have shrank
consumers purchasing power, rapid development and the popularity of private
shopping have showed that people were still attracted to branded products and try to
find better deals when they had such an opportunity, getting them up to 85%
discount. Turkish consumers also favored these websites offerings like European and
US consumers because of their reactions to discounts (Kalkavan, 2010).
Products are presented with both their market and discounted prices. Serious
amounts of discounts are offered to consumers; claiming that they cannot find these
kinds of discounts anywhere else. However, it has been claimed that, unethically,
some market prices of the products are shown higher in order to positively affect
consumers’ price and discount perceptions. In addition, sometimes discount prices of
certain products can be found in regular e-retailers, offline stores, and negatively
affecting websites’ image. Presenting up-to-season products and products in various
product categories (electronics and home wares) affects websites’ overall discount
level negatively, since they cannot tolerate high amounts discounts when they
purchase more seasonal and from more distant product categories with respect to
their original brand portfolio.
Each campaign is run for a limited time, mostly 2-3 days and a countdown clock is
posted on each campaign’s logo on the website. Members are informed about
ongoing, newly posted and upcoming campaigns with daily e-mails (which are
optional, members can subscribe from websites’ mail list if they want). Therefore,
members are aware of what brands are on sale and for how long. Since campaigns
are run for limited time and with large amount of discounts, most of the products are
sold out in 2-3 hours after its launch and members can reserve an item for maximum
half hours (Golden, 2010). This characteristic of private shopping websites prompt
urgency motives of consumers and stimulates their impulse buying.
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When an individual is required to make an urgent decision, he/she evaluates the
options’ possible outcomes and associated risks within. These perceived risks of
consumers are mainly influenced by their risk attitude, seller reputation, product type
and price (Xu et al., 2010). With respect to their perceived risks, consumers are
either performing risk-averse or risk seeking behavior or be neutral considering their
actions costs and benefits. Although this issue is more important in online C2C
markets for ascending and buy-it-now auctions, it is expected to be a significant
factor for private shopping since presenting time-limited promotions is one of its
basic properties (Xu et al., 2010).
Besides presenting high discounts, private shopping websites are also adopting
several promotion tools in order to enlarge their member database, turn members into
buyers and increase customer satisfaction. Every private shopping website in Turkey
awards their members with monetary promotions when their invitees make their first
purchase. Additionally some website offers free or discounted utilities (such as
personal care products) and enables consumers to select which one they prefer. Some
others offer free delivery over certain price limits or for certain campaigns and
arrange sweepstakes that award participant members with dinners or consumer
electronic products. Members have evaluated these promotions both negatively and
positively. As can be understood from private shopping’s rapid widespread,
monetary promotions for invitees first purchases are the most favored promotion
type, especially in websites’ launching periods.
Consumer Characteristics
Consumers are mainly motivated by private shopping’s ability to provide cost
savings, allow them to follow fashion trends and experience hedonic aspects of
online shopping. Even if online shoppers’ profile become closer to general society’s
profile in years in developed markets, in Turkey online consumers are mostly male,
younger, wealthier and more educated. It is important to determine whether these
consumer demographics are valid for private shopping in order to understand
consumers better and achieve greater success.
With respect to RetailMeNot.com (provides coupons for over 65000 general and
private shopping websites) and Harris Interactive’s 2009 research on 2,175 US
consumers that are over 18 and 86% of whom are active buyers:
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30% of the consumers are quit the shopping process if they cannot find a
discount check of the online retailer.
22% of consumers realize their purchase of a certain product from an eretailer that they have its discount check.
8% of the consumers are waiting for discount checks to become activated in
order to purchase.
27% of employees, 22% of unemployed people, 25% of students and 14% of
retirees are using these online coupon websites actively.
University graduates’ 29% use websites that present discount checks (a
recently emerged e-retailing business model) and 24% use price comparison
websites actively.
30% of people with kids and 22% of people without kids are using online
coupon websites actively (Ġbili, 2009).
Therefore, it can be concluded online consumers significantly favor discounts and
coupons and people with children and certain occupations favor these kinds of
websites more. There is an increasing trend towards discount sales (which also
contains private shopping websites) both in traditional and online shopping, people
do not want to spend more to products/services if they are able to buy them at a
lower price.
Private shopping websites have several million members in Turkey (especially three
leading companies, Markafoni, Limango and Trendyol). Besides three biggest cities
in Turkey (Ġstanbul, Ankara, Ġzmir), most purchases are made from Kocaeli, Bursa,
Antalya, Muğla, Kayseri, Konya, Gaziantep, and Adana respectively (Kutsal, 2009).
Majority of Limango’s members are aged between 28-40, young adults and middleaged consumers and 60% of them are female, against the male dominance trend in
general online shopping. Limango’s female members mostly prefer cocktail dresses,
bags, sunglasses and designer bikinis and male members purchased mostly t-shirts,
jeans, snickers and swimming trunks. On “Fathers’ Day” week perfumes, wallets,
swatches and penknives have been the most ordered items (bloglimango, 2010).
Consumers react differently to a phenomenon that has been developed by WOM as
in the case with private shopping. Reference groups’ and/or society’s opinion
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leaders’ positive comments shared in virtual communities regarding the shopping
experience on these websites greatly contributed to concept’s widespread (Kalkavan,
2010).
Sales promotion literature assumes that buyers of items under promotion are final
users. However, consumers’ purchases in order to resell negatively affect sales
promotion activities and their purpose (Gopal et al., 2006). Therefore, in order to
prevent these exploitations, members’ purchases on these websites are limited with
certain quantities for each item.
Customer Services
Customer services in private shopping concept contain websites’ service offerings
beside product sales such as warranties, returns, customer support, after sales
services and communication activities. Consumers perceive and react to these
services differently with respect to their demographical, psychographical and
behavioral characteristics. For example, it has been noted by Markafoni that Turkish
consumers are more reluctant to return the products that they have purchased even if
they are unsatisfied with it; they keep them or give them to their close ones, against
Australian consumers whom immediately return if they are unsatisfied with their
purchase (Kalkavan, 2010).
Customer services are an important aspect in private shopping, qualified and
diversified services provide consumers’ positive attitude towards them. Some private
shopping websites also have blogs in order to more effectively communicate with
their consumers and inform them regarding their campaigns, fashion trends and
celebrities. Evmanya, the private shopping website for home textile, accessories and
electronics offer their members home alteration agencies with respect to their needs.
Leader in customer services seems like Markafoni, which can be understood, from
the commentaries on consumer platforms. They mostly present members their orders
free of charge or discount checks in order to compensate supply and delivery
problems (eksisozluk.com).
Some applications of private shopping websites create negative responses in
consumers and their members’ behalf. Continuous or untimely e-mails, even if the
receivers unsubscribe, are one of the main reasons of their negative attitude. Some
consumers criticize them for being too focused on women. Sometimes brands that
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have low price level also take place on these websites such as T-Box, which
consumers find meaningless (eksisozluk.com).
Since stocks are limited in private shopping websites, any system delay result in
empty shopping baskets even if members are reserved the items. Some members
evaluate product presentations negatively claiming some websites use unqualified
models for the task (eksisozluk.com).
Order deliveries are the most problematic aspects of customer services of private
shopping websites. Some members claimed that they have received incomplete,
defective, even used products. Regarding delivery times, deliveries are realized
within one week at the end of campaigns by policy, mostly exactly one week
however, most consumers complain their orders have not been received even weeks
after campaigns’ end. Therefore, websites (like Trendyol, Clubboon) that guarantee
less delivery times are positively evaluated by consumers. Delivery fees are also an
important problem. Most members evaluate the issue as “they present discounts but
they are gaining much more from delivery fees” especially for Limango
(eksisozluk.com).
Members of private shopping clubs have pointed out many problems regarding
discount checks, claiming their utilization conditions are senseless and they are not
update. Another common criticism is that on some websites, same brands’ campaigns
are presented routinely, as if the website cannot diversify and enlarge its supply base,
creating negative image. Sometimes, technical problems such as long upload times of
the webpages decreases members’ visiting tendency, which especially create
problems in order confirmation and payment stages (eksisozluk.com).
Online consumer platforms have become important communities where consumer
can share their positive and negative opinions about a company, its products and
services. These websites also enable collocutors to give response to consumer
complaints, therefore becoming a distinct communication tool. Each complaint on
these websites are listed with respect to industry and later, companies, which makes
these websites a significant resource for market researchers. With respect to
şikayetvar.com’s 06.04.2011 data, number of complaints presented for corresponding
private shopping websites are shown in Table 2.4 below.
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Table 2.4 : Number of Posted Complaints about Private Shopping Websites on
Leading Online Consumer Complaint Platform
Private Shopping Website

Number of Complaints

Markafoni

1663

Trendyol

708

Limango

458

Vipdükkan

109

Modaelinizde

75

Clubboon

33

Alamarka

22

Bedava.com

8

Markalonga

6

Bingomingo

5

These data should be evaluated considering member numbers for example since
Markafoni, Limango and Trendyol are the most popular private shopping websites,
even if they have high customer service standards, they have more complaints with
respect to others. Taking companies responses to these complaints in to account,
Markafoni, Trendyol and Clubboon are the three websites that listed in the top ten of
şikayetvar’s “Most Customer-Friendly Companies” in Internet industry.
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3. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The purpose of consumer behavior models is to attempt to give a simplified version
of the relationship of the various factors that influence the consumer behavior.
Various models have been developed in order to describe consumer behavior with
the intention of trying to control the behavior patterns.
Starting from this standpoint, this part of the thesis includes the proposed consumer
behavior model, its dimensions and developed hypotheses. The model is trying to
identify the significant determinants by emphasizing on sales promotions, website
features and consumer-centric indicators, which are covered in previous sections in
detail.
3.1 Definition of Components
3.1.1 SOR Paradigm
Stimulus-Organism-Response Paradigm has been developed by Mekrabian and
Russel in 1974 and explains how physical environments influence individuals’
internal and behavioral states. The stimulus refers to attributes that are located in the
environment (private shopping websites) and influence individuals’ affective and
cognitive states, organism. The individuals’ affective and cognitive states affected by
stimuli, finally result in behavioral responses, they either approach or avoid (Park
and Lennon, 2009).
Being based on the SOR paradigm, the hypothesized research model assumes web
atmospherics, navigation, brand image, category width, product variety within
campaigns, discount rates and sales promotions as stimuli, perceived value as
organism and attitude towards the website as response (see Figure 3.1). Customer
service dimensions and social factors are also included in this paradigm, and the
paradigm is linked to actual purchase over purchase intention and certain website and
consumer related dimensions. The comprehensive model is constituted by taking
Dennis et al. (2009)’s literature based and Park and Lennon (2009)’s e-consumer
behavior models in to account and modified with respect to private shopping
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concept’s nature. The model contains the major determinants and relationships that
are proposed in TRA, TAM, TPB and e-SQ concepts.
Web Atmospherics
Many studies have used an environmental psychology framework to demonstrate that
the cues in the retail atmosphere (environment) can affect consumers’ behavior
directly or over certain cognitive dimensions. With respect to SOR paradigm, stimuli
such as music, smell, colors etc. are controllable factors that can be manipulated in
order to affect consumers (Dennis et al., 2009).
For this model, this retail atmosphere is proposed as the private shopping website
atmosphere. In these websites; graphics, images, logos, icons, colors, videos, music
and all other presentation and audio elements are defined as web atmospherics. These
dimensions include all the substitutability and experiential (hedonic or utilitarian)
aspects of shopping from these websites. Additionally, brand introduction, product
content and usage information is included in this category because they are closely
integrated to the presentational elements.
Navigation
Navigation refers to the ability of users finding their way around a website and keep
track of where they are. Navigation includes the issues of websites’ organization,
links between pages, usability, website layout, organization of the menus and similar
factors (Dennis et al., 2009). This stimulus corresponds to the ease of use dimension
of TAM, meaning how an individual perceive using and navigating around a website.
In this model, navigation dimension additionally includes website’s assistance to its
members, directions and webpage upload times.
Category Width of the Website
Private shopping websites have started with solely presenting female apparel and
accessories however in time, with respect to various reasons, they have widen their
portfolio by additionally presenting men apparel and accessories, children&infant
apparel and accessories, home textile and accessories, kitchenware and electronics
(home and personal). Currently, sometimes more, sometimes less, most of them are
presenting brands that offer products in these six product categories. This dimension
is included in the model in order to understand whether the category width of the
website affects members’ purchase behavior.
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Product Variety within Individual Campaigns
Campaigns on these websites include various numbers of product models (variety
within campaign’s different product categories) from several to hundreds. So many
product models may confuse members, decrease their attention or give reason to
change/quit the webpage. On the other hand, few number of product models in a
campaign can be found meaningless by the member and may negatively affect both
brands’ and websites’ image on his/her behalf.
Product variety within individual campaigns dimension is included in the model in
order to determine whether variety’s quantity somehow consumers’ decision.
Brand Image
Brand is one of the most important components of private shopping concept with
discounts. Brand image is a strong factor that affects consumers’ trust positively and
decreases uncertainties and perceived risks. Each private shopping website has a
different brand portfolio, which provides them differentiation from their competitors
(Park and Lennon, 2009). These websites’ attractive brand portfolio is one of the
reasons that provide their rapid development and popularity. In this study, brand
image includes; image, familiarity, reputation and the quality level of the products of
the brands presented on private shopping websites. In many studies brand name,
recognition and familiarity are found to be important factors on consumer purchases
(Kim and Park, 2005; Kau et al., 2003) and therefore, included in the model.
Discount Rates
As mentioned previously discount rates are one of the most important components of
the private shopping concept. Discount rates of these websites are dynamic with
respect to presented products’ category and up-to-dateness. Beside discount rates,
products’ market prices and discounted prices are important dimensions. Price level
of products on these websites are generally around 100 TL, however they range from
5 TL up to 3000 TL. This topic includes consumers’ evaluation of the general price
level, its comparison with respect to market prices and the reliability and the
persuasiveness of these comparisons.
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Sales Promotions
Sales promotions are effective tools in order to provide consumers’ attention (Park
and Lennon, 2009). When they become members, promotions enable them to enlarge
their member database and increase members’ tendency towards purchasing. Mainly
six types of promotion tools are used:
Discount checks given for invitees’ first purchases
Free delivery over certain purchases
Instant discount checks
Optional gifts that can be added to orders
Discounted products that can be added to orders
Sweepstakes
First three of these promotions can be referred as monetary and latter three can be
referred as non-monetary promotions and included in the model whether these
stimuli are affecting consumers’ decisions.
Perceived Value
Perceived value is the organism part of the SOR paradigm, the black box of the
consumer. Perceived value is the perceived monetary and non-monetary benefits
(cost savings, fun etc.) by being a member of the private shopping website, spending
time on them and purchasing products with respect to its monetary and non-monetary
costs (time and money spend etc.).
Attitude towards the Private Shopping Website
Attitude towards the private shopping website is the response of the members to
stimuli presented and interpreted with respect to his/her personal characteristics and
psychology (perceived value). Attitude is the overall image of the website on
members’ behalf.
3.1.2 Customer Services and Social Factors
Customer Service - Satisfaction
Customer service - satisfaction is satisfaction of the members from the services
promised by the private shopping websites. More or less every private shopping
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website specifies its purchasing and order processes, delivery (time, fee etc.),
warranties (duration, procedure etc.), returns (procedure, re-payment etc.) and
payment (method, installment opportunities etc.) conditions on its website. It is
important that these service dimensions are specified clean and clearly and that the
website realizes these services as promised. Moreover, it is important to determine
how these promises are perceived by the members, whether they affect their
behavior. This dimension corresponds to the usefulness dimension of the TAM.
Customer Service - Interaction
Customer service - interaction includes the promotion-communication aspect of the
marketing mix. Interaction is an important issue that needs to be carefully planned in
online context. Because Internet is a more dynamic and disperse environment and
many controllable and uncontrollable messages can be send to and received by the
consumers over several sources such as, companies’ own website, social networks,
consumer platforms, news groups, bulletin boards etc (Dennis et al., 2009, Lester et
al., 2005, Cheung et al., 2003).
Interactivity of a website affects experience and enjoyment that the consumer lives in
an online shopping process (Dennis et al., 2009). Customer service – interaction
dimension includes private shopping websites’ ability to inform their members about
campaigns, order processes etc., presenting direct contact information to consumers
in order for them to find collocutors and responding effectively to their messages.
Additionally, communicating with members on other online mediums such as social
networks, blogs, consumer platforms etc., enabling members to communicate with
each other and present feedback to websites are evaluated in this context.
Social Factors
Social factors refer to the “subjective norms” dimension in the TRA and TPB. The
dimension here is trying to determine whether opinions of families, friends and other
real and virtual communities of consumers’ and members affect their opinions and
decisions about private shopping websites. The issue that is trying to be identified is
that whether reference groups’ opinions about the products sold on these sites,
becoming their members, purchasing from them etc. are effective on individuals’
membership, attitudes and purchase behavior.
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3.1.3 Purchase Intention and Actual Purchase
Promotion Duration
Campaigns on private shopping websites are run for limited time, differing from
regular e-tailers. This factor is included in the model whether the duration of the
campaigns affects members’ buying decision, forcing them to perform unplanned or
impulse buying behavior.
Convenience
Ease of ordering is found to be an important aspect in online shopping (Ene, 2007).
Although convenience is a much broader subject in general as discussed in the
literature, in this model, convenience refers to an individuals’ perceived ease to
realize a purchase (shopping with minimal effort), ease or difficulty to place an order
and payment for the preferred items.
Trust
As stated previously, trust is defined as willingness to rely on an exchange partner in
whom one has confidence (Dennis et al., 2009). Security (whether the website is
secured to purchase a product) and privacy (whether member information’s privacy
is secured) are evaluated in the trust dimension.
Past Experience
Past experience is one of the most utilized dimensions in consumer behavior models
(Jayawardhena et al., 2007). Past experiences of individuals are expected to be
effective on their future behavior. Online shopping is still regarded as a new concept
by a significant portion of the Turkish society. They still perceive risks and turn to
their experiences in order to evaluate the situation. TPB’s self-efficacy dimension is
defined as the judgement of an individual’s ability to use a computer, Internet and
shop online and expected to be a part of an individual’s experiences. Therefore
perceived risks and self-efficacy concepts are included in the past experience
dimension.
Purchase Intention
Purchase intention is defined here as a member’s willingness to buy from a private
shopping website.
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Actual Purchase
Actual purchase is the fact that an individual’s positive/negative attitude and
intention towards a private shopping website is turned into a buying/not-buying
behavior.
3.2 Hypotheses
After defining the dimensions included in the model, this section presents the
hypothesized relationships in order to determine the significant factors that affect
consumer behavior towards private shopping websites. The consumer behavior
model and hypothesized relationships are shown in Figure 3.1 below.
3.2.1 Customer Service – Interaction
Interactivity of an online shopping platform affects individuals’ experiences and
entertainment that they perceive from the medium, and proposed to be affected by
the atmospherics and navigability of the website (See Figure 3.2).
H1a: Perceived interactivity of a private shopping website will be positively
influenced by the web atmospherics.
H1b: Perceived interactivity of a private shopping website will be positively
influenced by the ease of navigation.
3.2.2 Perceived Value
Perceived value is the perceived benefits of shopping from a private shopping
website over its perceived costs by the member of a private shopping website and
expected to be affected by all stimuli presented and customer services offered (See
Figure 3.2).
H2a: Perceived value will be positively influenced by the web atmospherics.
H2b: Perceived value will be positively influenced by the ease of navigation.
H2c: Perceived value will be positively influenced by the category width presented
by the website.
H2d: Perceived value will be positively influenced by the presented brands’ image
on the website.
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Figure 3.1 : SOR Paradigm Included in the Consumer Behavior Model towards Private Shopping Websites
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H2e: Perceived value will be positively influenced by the product variety within
individual campaigns (See Figure 3.2).
H2f: Perceived value will be positively influenced by the discount rates.
H2g: Perceived value will be positively influenced by the sales promotions that the
website offers.
H2h: Perceived value will be positively influenced by the member’s satisfaction with
customer services provided.
H2i: Perceived value will be positively influenced by the interactivity of the website.
Additionally perceived value by an individual is proposed to be affected by his/her
social environments’ opinions about the overall private shopping concept, its image
and shopping from them (See Figure 3.2).
H2j: Perceived value will be positively influenced by the social factors.
3.2.3 Attitude Towards the Private Shopping Website
A member’s attitude towards shopping from a private shopping website is expected
to be affected by the value that he/she perceives from the transaction(s) (See Figure
3.2).
H3a: Attitude towards the private shopping website will be positively influenced by
the value perceived by its members.
Attitude is proposed to be affected by the stimuli both directly and over perceived
value (See Figure 3.2).
H3b: Attitude towards a private shopping website will be positively influenced by the
web atmospherics.
H3c: Attitude towards a private shopping website will be positively influenced by the
ease of navigation.
H3d: Attitude towards a private shopping website will be positively influenced by the
category width presented by the website.
H3e: Attitude towards a private shopping website will be positively influenced by
presented brands’ image on the website.
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H3f: Attitude towards a private shopping website will be positively influenced by
product variety within individual campaigns.
H3g: Attitude towards a private shopping website will be positively influenced by the
discount rates.
H3h: Attitude towards a private shopping website will be positively influenced by the
sales promotions that the website offers.
H3i: Attitude towards a private shopping website will be positively influenced by the
member’s satisfaction with customer services provided.
H3j: Attitude towards a private shopping website will be positively influenced by the
interactivity of the website.
3.2.4 Trust
A member’s trust to a private shopping website is proposed to be affected by his/her
past experiences regarding online shopping (Dennis et al., 2009) and his/her attitude
towards shopping from this website (See Figure 3.2).
H4a: Trust in a private shopping website will be positively influenced by the attitude
towards it.
H4b: Trust in a private shopping website will be positively influenced by the past
online shopping experiences of its members.
3.2.5 Purchase Intention
Purchase intention to shop from website is proposed to be affected by the attitude
towards shopping from it as determined by many studies (Vazquez and Xu, 2009,
Kim and Park, 2005) (See Figure 3.2).
H5a: Intention to purchase from a private shopping website will be positively
influenced by the attitude.
Additionally intention is expected to be affected by the promotion duration (Cheung
et al., 2003), convenience, trust and experience, since it is proposed that these four
factors will be taken into account after an individual takes his/her attitude (See
Figure 3.2).
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H5b: Intention to purchase from a private shopping website will be negatively
influenced by the promotion duration.
H5c: Intention to purchase from a private shopping website will be positively
influenced by convenience.
H5d: Intention to purchase from a private shopping website will be positively
influenced by the trust in it.
H5e: Intention to purchase from a private shopping website will be positively
influenced by the past online shopping experiences of its members.
3.2.6 Actual Purchase
Purchase behavior from a private shopping website is proposed to be affected by
intentions to purchase as mentioned by many online consumer behavior models and
behavior theories (See Figure 3.2).
H6: Actual purchases from a private shopping website will be positively influenced
by intentions to purchase from a private shopping website.
Developed research model and the hypothesized relationships are shown in Figure
3.2 below.
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Figure 3.2 : Consumer Behavior Model towards Private Shopping Websites
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4. RESEARCH DESIGN
The hypothesized model is proposed to be tested by the data obtained from a
predesigned consumer survey. This section includes the design stages, sample and
the data collection method of the questionnaire.
4.1 Questionnaire Design and Measurement
The questionnaire is designed in four main sections. First section of the questionnaire
includes five questions and asking respondents about their Internet utilization
routines. These multiple-choice questions are: whether the respondents are using
Internet, if so for how long, whether they are buying products/services online, if so
for how long and how many times (in last year), whether they especially search for
discount sales (in order to understand their bargain seeking behavior (Moore and
Carpenter, 2010)) and their self-evaluation of Internet utilization level (from very
poor to very good, with five point scale) (See Appendix A).
The second section asks the respondents questions regarding private shopping
websites and includes five questions. These questions are: whether they are aware of
the private shopping concept and websites (yes/no question), whether they have
memberships on these websites, if so which one(s) (options are the major private
shopping websites and “others”, respondents are able to choose more than one
option), with which frequency they visit these websites (everyday, once in a week,
sometimes, just checking for interested brands or never), whether they have
purchased from these websites, if so from which one(s) (options are the major private
shopping websites and “others”) and how many times they have purchased from
these websites (in last year) (See Appendix A).
Third section of the questionnaire is the main part that the data to test the
hypothesized model will be obtained. Respondents are asked to evaluate sixty-six
propositions considering their latest purchase from these websites and the websites
that they purchase mostly. Most of the questions are obtained from the literature,
some of them are customized for the private shopping concept and some of them are
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self-developed. Table 4.1 presents the factors, number of items measured for these
factors, scale that they have measured with, the sources that they are obtained from
and the factors’ abbreviations. Items are listed with respect to dimensions that they
belong. Seven dimensions, stimuli are mixed in order not to lose the respondent’s
attention (See Appendix A, Question 11). Also promotion duration, convenience and
perceived value questions are mixed in order to ask to respondents their opinions
about their last purchase (See Appendix A, Question 13). All other items are listed
independently from each other with respect to dimensions that they belong. Items
measured for each factor are listed in the survey; for mixed question groups, items
are denoted with the measured factors’ abbreviations.
Fourth, the last section of the survey asks respondents about their demographics. In
five questions, respondents were asked about their gender, age group that they
belong (16-24, 25-40, 41-55, and 55-..), their education level (primary, high school,
bachelor’s degree, master’s degree, and doctorate), their monthly income (in
intervals) and the consumption products that they own in order to have an opinion
about their living standards.
Besides first section, at the beginning of each section consumers are repetitively
reminded with the meaning of the private shopping concept in order to prevent
misunderstandings. Respondents that do not use the Internet, do not shop online, do
not have memberships on private shopping websites and shop from them even if they
are members are directed to relevant questions with respect to their previous answers.
4.2 Sample and Data Collection
Designed survey was distributed by e-mails and messages over social networks
(facebook, twitter, linkedin) with an introductory text that explains the purpose and
the content of the study. Participants were directed to an URL that contains the
survey. Survey was designed on freesurveys.com and was on air between dates 23
March and 15 April 2011. As proposed by many researchers, Internet offers rich
survey design and effective data collection opportunities (Furrer and Sudharshan,
2001) and since study was an online consumer behavior study, online data collection
methods are preferred.
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Over 265 data collected, 181 usable records are obtained, with 68,3% completion
rate. Other unusable records were respect to incompletion or misunderstanding by
the participants’ behalf.
Table 4.1 : Number of Items, Scales and Sources of Factors Measured by the Survey
Factor

Number of
Items

Scale

Source

Abbreviation

Web
Atmospherics

5

5 point likert

Bressolles and
Durrieu, 2010

WA

Navigation

5

5 point likert

Bressolles and
Durrieu, 2010

N

Mottner et al.,
2002

CW

-

BI

4

(1) 5 point
likert (1)
ordinal
5 point likert

2

5 point likert

Mottner et al.,
2002

PVC

3

5 point likert

-

DR

1

5 point likert

-

SP

10

5 point likert

-

CSI

6

5 point likert

-

CSS

5

5 point likert

4

5 point likert

3

5 point likert

Vazquez and
Xu, 2009

A

1

5 point likert

-

PD

Convenience

2

5 point likert

Trust

6

5 point likert

Past
Experience

4

5 point likert

Purchase
Intention

3

5 point likert

Category
Width of the
Website
Brand Image
Product
Variety within
Individual
Campaigns
Discount Rates
Sales
Promotions
Customer
Service –
Interaction
Customer
Service –
Satisfaction
Social Factors
Perceived
Value
Attitude
towards the
Private
Shopping
Website
Promotion
Duration

2
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Dennis et al.,
2010
Kim and Park,
2005

Hernandez et
al., 2010
Bressolles and
Durrieu, 2010
Hernandez et
al., 2010
Barnes et al.,
2007, Vazquez
and Xu, 2009

SF
PV

C
T
PE
PI
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5. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
This section presents the descriptive information and statistical analyses produced by
the collected survey data in order to test the hypothesized model (See Figure 3.2).
181 usable records are statistically analyzed with SPSS 18.0 program.
5.1 Frequency Distribution
Demographic Variables
Frequency distribution presents the basic characteristics of the respondents (Acar,
2009). 62,9% (114) of the respondents were female and 37,1% (67) of the
respondents was male. Generally, women tended to show higher fashion interest and
spend more money on clothing than men (Kim and Park, 2005), therefore this
distribution can be expected. Age distributions of the respondents are shown in Table
5.1. 96,7% of the respondents are young adults and middle-aged individuals, parallel
with Turkish online population.
Table 5.1 : Frequency Distribution of the Respondents with respect to their Age
Group
Age Group

Number

Percentage

16-24

70

38,7%

24-40

105

58,0%

40-55

6

3,3%

56-..

-

-

TOTAL

181

100%

Majority of the respondents (91,7%) are well-educated, have at least a bachelor’s
degree (See Table 5.2). Respondents’ monthly income is more equally distributed
and closer to normal distribution (See Table 5.3).
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Table 5.2 : Frequency distribution of the Respondents with respect to their
Education Levels
Education Level

Number

Percentage

Primary

2

1,1%

High School

13

7,2%

Bachelor’s Degree

108

59,7%

Master’s Degree

53

29,3%

Doctorate

5

2,8%

TOTAL

181

100%

Table 5.3 : Frequency Distribution of the Respondents with respect to their Monthly
Income
Monthly Income

Number

Percentage

0-500 TL

22

12,2%

500-1000 TL

24

13,3%

1000-2000 TL

60

33,1%

2000-3000 TL

39

21,5%

3000-5000 TL

29

16,0%

5000-..... TL

7

3,9%

TOTAL

181

100%

Every respondent has a mobile phone and nearly every respondent has a laptop. As
can be understood from the results in Table 5.4, majority of the respondents have
middle/high living standards with respect to general society.
Table 5.4 : Frequency of the Consumption Items Owned by the Respondents
Items

Number

Percentage

House

78

43,0%

Summer House

34

18,8%

Car

92

50,8%
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Table 5.4 Frequency of the Consumption Items Owned by the Respondents (Contd)
Items

Number

Percentage

Refrigerator

127

70,2%

Washing Machine

122

67,4%

Dishwasher

110

60,8%

LCD TV

101

55,8%

Home Theatre

44

23,4%

Desktop Computer

90

49,7%

Laptop

169

93,4%

Mobile Phone

181

100%

Internet Utilization
Majority of the respondents have been using the Internet for more than 7 years and
can be referred as heavy users (See Table 5.5) and they present consistent behavior
by self-evaluating their Internet utilization ability mostly as “good” or “very good”
(See Table 5.6).
Table 5.5 : Frequency Distribution of the Internet Utilization Duration
Internet Utilization Duration

Number

Percentage

Do not use

1

0,4%

1-3 years

3

1,9%

4-6 years

28

15,2%

7-10 years

77

42,8%

11 years or more

72

39,8%

TOTAL

181

100%

Table 5.6 : Frequency Distribution of the Self-Evaluated Internet Utilization Level
Internet Utilization Level

Number

Percentage

Very poor

1

0,8%

Poor

3

1,5%

89

Table 5.6 Frequency Distribution of the Self-Evaluated Internet Utilization Level
(Contd)
Internet Utilization Level

Number

Percentage

Average

18

9,8%

Good

65

36,7%

Very good

94

51,1%

TOTAL

181

100%

Online Shopping
Online shopping is respectively a new concept in Turkey although it has more than
10 years’ past. Most of the respondents are “recent” online shoppers (See Table 5.7),
and mostly purchased 1-5 times online in previous year (See Table 5.8). 86,4% (156
of 181) of the respondents are particularly interested in discount sales while shopping
online.
Table 5.7 : Frequency Distribution of the Online Shopping Duration
Online Shopping Duration

Number

Percentage

Do not shop online

21

11,4%

1-3 years

101

55,7%

4-6 years

45

25,0%

7-10 years

13

7,2%

11 years or more

1

0,8%

TOTAL

181

100%

Table 5.8 : Frequency Distribution of the Number of Online Shopping
Number of Online Purchases

Number

Percentage

1-5 times

70

43,4%

6-10 times

43

26,8%

11-20 times

27

17,0%
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Table 5.8 : Frequency Distribution of the Number of Online Shopping (Contd)
Number of Online Purchases

Number

Percentage

21 times or more

20

12,8%

TOTAL

160

100%

In a previous study about online shopping in Turkey, it has been found that most of
the individuals are male, young adults, heavy users, have university education, 10002000 TL monthly income and realized online purchases mostly 1-5 times (Topaloğlu,
2009). Our findings differ for gender because private shopping websites’ addressing
to women mostly, both as a shopping medium and presented products’ categories.
Private Shopping
86,0% (156 of 181) of the respondents is aware of the private shopping concept.
10,8% of the respondents do not have any memberships on any of these websites.
Websites that have the most members are Markafoni, Trendyol, Limango and
Clubboon respectively (See Table 5.9). With respect to their visiting frequencies,
members have been divided respectively equal between groups (See Table 5.10).
Table 5.9 : Number of Members of Private Shopping Websites
Private Shopping Website

Number of Members

Not a member

42

Markafoni

123

Limango

70

Trendyol

89

Clubboon

16

Alamarka

14

Vipdükkan

11

Others

24

Table 5.10 : Visiting Frequencies of the Private Shopping Websites’
Visiting Frequency

Number

Percentage

Every Day

41

29,1%
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Table 5.10 : Visiting Frequencies of the Private Shopping Websites’ (Contd)
Visiting Frequency

Number

Percentage

Once a Week

29

21,1%

Sometimes

37

26,1%

To Check Brands

22

16,1%

Never

10

7,5%

TOTAL

139

100

24,6% of the respondents have not shopped from a private shopping website and the
ones who have, shopped mostly from Markafoni, Trendyol and Limango respectively
(See Table 5.11). Number of purchases made from private shopping websites in last
year is parallel with the number of total online purchases made by the respondents
(See Table 5.12).
Table 5.11 : Number of Respondents who have Shopped from the Corresponding
Private Shopping Website
Private Shopping Website

Number of Respondents

Have not shopped

63

Markafoni

91

Limango

33

Trendyol

47

Clubboon

5

Alamarka

4

Vipdükkan

2

Others

13

Table 5.12 : Frequency Distribution of the Number of Private Shopping
Number of Purchases from
Private Shopping Websites

Number

Percentage

1-5 times

70

59,6%

6-10 times

27

22,8%

92

Table 5.12 : Frequency Distribution of the Number of Private Shopping (Contd)
Number of Purchases from
Private Shopping Websites

Number

Percentage

11-20 times

15

12,3%

21 times or more

6

5,3%

TOTAL

118

100%

Most desired product categories to be presented on private shopping websites are
measured by an ordinal scale and respondents have ranked six product categories
with respect to their preferences (See Table 5.5). Most preferred product category
was women apparel and accessories, since most of the respondents were female.
Table 5.13 : Most Preferred Product Categories to be Presented on Private Shopping
Websites
Product Category

Preference Rank

Women Clothing and Apparel

1

Men Clothing and Apparel

3

Children Clothing and Apparel

6

Home Textile and Accessories

4

Electronics

2

Kitchenware

5

Respondents also have preferred monetary promotions over non-monetary
promotions. Of the six promotion tools that private shopping websites offer, discount
checks and free delivery were found to be the most popular ones (see Table 5.6).
Table 5.14 : Most Preferred Promotion Types that have been Presented by the
Private Shopping Websites
Promotion Type

Preference Rank

Discount checks received with the first purchases of the invitees

1

Free delivery over certain prices

2

Instant discount checks

4

Small gifts that can be added to orders

3
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Table 5.14 : Most Preferred Promotion Types that have been Presented by the
Private Shopping Websites (Contd)
Promotion Type

Preference Rank

Discount products that can be added to orders

5

Sweepstakes

6

It has also been found that 26,8% of the respondents, 49 people are shopping from
more than one private shopping website, indicating a significant cross-shopping
behavior.
5.2 Factor Analysis
Factor analysis is performed in order determine unreliable items within categories
and omit them from further analysis. In total, factor analysis is performed for 13
dimensions. Sales promotions dimension is measured by one ordinal question, beside
one ordinal question, category width of the website is measured by one question and
promotion duration is measured with one question. Item 1 and Item 2 for attitude
towards the private shopping website is omitted in first factor analysis in order to
maintain reliable and therefore not included in the further analyses. Factor analyses
for the rest 13 dimensions, performed by for distinct analysis, are presented in Table
5.15 below.
Table 5.15 : Factor Analysis Results
Constructs/ Items

Factor Loadings

WA – Information
Item 4
0,834
Item 17
0,790
WA – Presentation
Item 1
0,666
Item 2
0,867
Item 12
0,644
Navigation
Item 7
0,770
Item 8
0,604
Item 9
0,647
Item 19
0,752
Item 20
0,807
Convenience
Item 2
0,809
Item 5
0,893
Explained Variance: 70,0%, KMO: 0,808, Bartlett Significance: 0,000
Product Variety within Individual Campaigns
Item 11
0,864
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Reliability
0,680

0,708

0,843

0,713

0,799

Table 5.15 : Factor Analysis Results (Contd)
Constructs/ Items

Factor Loadings

Item 13
0,909
Brand Image
Item 3
0,710
Item 6
0,742
Item 9
0,757
Item 15
0,683
Explained Variance: 65,5%, KMO: 0,744, Bartlett Significance: 0,000
Discount Rates
Item 14
0,727
Item 16
0,785
Item 18
0,736
Social Factors
Item 2
0,884
Item 3
0,804
Item 4
0,772
Item 1 and Item 5 are deleted
Trust
Item 1
0,824
Item 2
0,690
Item 3
0,803
Item 5
0,777
Item 6
0,760
Item 4 is deleted
Past Experiences
Item 1
0,832
Item 2
0,876
Item 3
0,810
Item 4
0,860
Explained Variance: 70,4%, KMO: 0,840, Bartlett Significance: 0,000
Perceived Value
Item 3
0,737
Item 4
0,750
Item 6
0,763
Item 7
0,739
Customer Satisfaction - Interaction
Item 1
0,884
Item 2
0,735
Item 3
0,749
Item 4
0,790
Item 8
0,663
Item 5
0,794
Item 6
0,826
Item 9
0,798
Item 7 and Item 10 are deleted
Customer Satisfaction - Satisfaction
Item 1
0,623
Item 2
0,697
Item 4
0,849
Item 5
0,715
Item 3 and Item 6 are deleted
Purchase Intention
Item 1
0,832
Item 2
0,915
Item 3
0,908
Explained Variance: 74,5%, KMO: 0,814, Bartlett Significance: 0,000
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Reliability
0,732

0,693

0,772

0,868

0,903

0,831

0,787

0,782

0,918

Factor analysis results have presented two distinct groups for web atmospherics. Two
of these items were about the website’s informational quality and the rest three were
about its presentational quality. Therefore, hypotheses H1a, H2a and H3b are
modified and separated in to two parts, (as H1a1, H1a2, H2a1, H2a2, H3b1 and
H3b2) for website atmospherics’ relation with customer service – interaction,
perceived value and attitude, as web atmospherics – information and web
atmospherics - presentation.
Items that have less factor loadings than 0,5 were omitted. Most of the dimensions’
reliabilities are over 70% except WA – Information and Discount Rates. All
dimensions have KMO greater than 0,70 and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity
significance values greater than 0,05.
5.3 Correlation Analysis
Before conducting regression analysis to test the relationships between dimensions,
first, correlation analysis is performed in order to see the dual relationships between
them. Correlation matrix is presented in Table 5.16 below.
Past experience dimension is significantly related with nearly every dimension since
individuals evaluate concepts and situations considering their experiences. The same
thing is valid for the purchase intention since individuals evaluate nearly every
aspect of a situation in order to specify their intention. Turkey is specified with high
uncertainty avoidance by Hofstede’s cultural dimensions (geert-hofstede.com),
therefore, it is possible to see the trust relating with every dimension.
Convenience is especially related with perceived value and customer services; so,
ease to realize a purchase is significantly related with perceived value and customer
services. All website dimensions (web atmospherics – information, web
atmospherics – presentation and navigation) are significantly related with each other.
Brand image is found to be significantly related with website dimensions since
website are the main medium that these companies exist. Both customer service
dimensions are all significantly related with other dimensions, which explain that
individuals perceive service quality by considering all other dimensions.
Interestingly social factors are found to be significantly related just to customer
service dimensions.
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Table 5.16 : Correlation Matrix
past
experience

purchase
intention

trust

convenience

perceived
value

social
factors

customer
service
interaction

customer
service
satisfaction

discount
rates

category
width depth

brand
image

navigation

web
atmospherics
presentation

past
experience

0,903

purchase
intention

0,690 **

0,918

trust

0,602 **

0,480 **

0,868

convenience

0,457 **

0,388 **

0,457
**

0,713

perceived
value

0,684 **

0,645 **

0,549
**

0,558 **

0,831

,023

0,231 *

0,197 *

,090

0,299 **

0,772

0,444 **

0,438 **

0,457
**

0,284 **

0,504 **

0,322 **

0,787

0,375 **

0,479 **

0,455
**

0,321 **

0,404 **

0,225 *

0,389 **

0,782

0,476 **

0,395 **

0,448
**

0,332 **

0,444 **

,125

0,266 **

0,328 **

0,693

category
width depth

0,225 *

,126

0,272
**

,098

,135

,087

0,269 **

0,220 *

0,303 **

0,799

brand image

0,381 **

0,284 **

0,359
**

0,310 **

0,202 *

-,022

0,233 *

0,227 **

0,435 **

0,448 **

0,732

navigation

0,545 **

0,411 **

0,494
**

0,273 **

0,316 **

-,026

0,228 *

0,345 **

0,472 **

0,432 **

0,512
**

0,843

0,554 **

0,397 **

0,556
**

0,311 **

0,381 **

,033

0,310 **

0,393 **

0,477 **

0,329 **

0,453
**

0,596 **

0,680

0,234 *

,172

0,217 *

,031

,143

,147

0,291 **

0,315 **

0,418 **

0,482 **

0,367
**

0,433 **

0,288 **

social
factors
customer
service
interaction
customer
service
satisfaction
discount
rates

web
atmospherics
presentation
web
atmospherics
information

Notes: *p<0,1; **p<0,05; diagonals are Cronbach’s Alfa values
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web
atmospherics
information

0,708

5.4 Regression Analysis
Regression analysis is conducted in order to test developed hypotheses. It is a
powerful, flexible and a useful technique, which analyses associative relationships
between dependant and independent variables and helps understanding the strength
of the relationships (Acar, 2009).
Customer Service Interaction
Web atmospherics – information, web atmospherics – presentation and navigation
are defined as independent variables to test their effects on the customer service –
interaction dependent variable. After regression analysis, web atmospherics
dimensions are found to be significantly affecting customer service – interaction,
having significance values less than 0,05 (See Table 5.17). All variables’ VIF values
are found to be smaller than 2.
Table 5.17 : Regression Analysis for Customer Service - Interaction
Model

Unstandardized Standardized
T
Coefficients
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
Beta
10,048
2,603
,259
-,016
,083
-,020
-,199

(Constant)
Navigation
Web
Atmospherics
,168
,069
Presentation
Web
Atmospherics
,117
,050
Information
Note: Adjusted R Square: 0,096

Sig.

,000
,843

,236

2,446

0,16

,200

2,320

,022

Perceived Value
SPSS program enable users to enter at most nine independent variables to regression
model. Therefore, analysis for the perceived value is performed in two parts. In the
first analysis, relationships with web atmospherics – information, web atmospherics
– interaction, navigation, product variety within campaigns and category width
independent variables are tested. Results are presented in Table 5.18. Just web
atmospherics – presentation is found to be significantly positively affecting
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perceived value. All VIF values are found to be smaller than 2 except navigations
which is 2,029, slightly higher.
Table 5.18 : Regression Analysis for Perceived Value I

Model

(Constant)
Category
Width
Product
Variety
Navigation
Web
Atmospherics
Presentation
Web
Atmospherics
Information

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
2,32
5
,013

Std. Error
,326
,067

-,026

Standardized
Coefficients

T

Sig.

Beta
7,135

,000

,020

,191

,849

,070

-,038

-,375

,708

,120
,258

,112
,087

,118
,288

1,074
2,981

,285
,003

,003

,067

,005

,050

,961

Note: Adjusted R Square: 0,105

For the second analysis for perceived value dependent variable, customer service –
interaction, customer service – satisfaction, discount rates, social factors and brand
image independent variables are analyzed. Discount rates and customer services
dimensions are found to be significantly affecting perceived value (see Table 5.19).
All VIF values are found to be smaller than 2.
Table 5.19 : Regression Analysis for Perceived Value II
Model
(Constant)
Brand Image
Discount Rates
Customer
Service
Satisfaction

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
,655
,054
,267
,158

Std. Error
,412
,085
,071
,073
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Standardized
Coefficients

T

Sig.

Beta
-,047

1,589
-,630

,114
,530

,288
,163

3,774
2,171

,000
,032

Table 5.19 : Regression Analysis for Perceived Value II (Contd)

Model

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
,399
,096

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
,316

4,134

,000

,066

,105

1,470

,144

Customer
Service
Interaction
Social Factors ,097
Note: Adjusted R Square: 0,327

T

Sig.

Attitude towards the Private Shopping Websites
As with the case with perceived value, attitude is also analyzed in two parts. In the
first part, web atmospherics – presentation, web atmospherics – information,
navigation, category width and product variety within individual campaigns
independent variables’ affects are tested. None of the variables is found to be
affecting attitude on 0,05 significance level. Closest ones to have an affect are web
atmospherics – presentation and category width. All VIF values are found to be
smaller than 2 except navigation’s, which are slightly higher, 2,029.
Table 5.20 : Regression Analysis Results for Attitude I

Model

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
2,644
-,022

Std. Error
,342
,070

(Constant)
Category
Width
Web
-,070
Atmospherics
Information
Web
,171
Atmospherics
Presentation
Navigation
,136
Product
,136
Variety
Note: Adjusted R Square: 0,085

Standardized
Coefficients

T

Sig.

Beta
-,032

7,731
-,307

,000
,760

,070

-,092

-,994

,322

,091

,183

1,874

,063

,117
,074

,129
,187

1,156
1,846

,249
,067

Discount rates, customer service – satisfaction, customer service – interaction,
perceived value and brand image’s affect on attitudes are tested. Customer service –
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interaction and perceived value are found to be affecting attitude significantly. All
VIF values are found to be smaller than 2.
Table 5.21 : Regression Analysis Results for Attitude II
Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error

Model

(Constant)
1,112
Discount Rates -,026
Customer
,050
Service
Satisfaction
Customer
,379
Service
Interaction
Perceived
,478
Value
Brand Image
-,100
Note: Adjusted R Square: 0,404

,393
,072
,072

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta

T

Sig.

-,027
,050

2,828
-,354
,700

,005
,724
,485

,097

,290

3,890

,000

,081

,460

5,931

,000

,083

-,085

-1,209

,229

Trust
Attitude and past experience’s effects on trust are tested. Both of them are found to
be significantly affecting trust (See Table 5.22). Both VIF values are smaller than 2.
Table 5.22 : Regression Analysis Results for Trust
Model

Unstandardized
Coefficients

B
(Constant)
2,179
Attitude
,209
Past Experience
,208
Note: Adjusted R Square: 0,237

Std. Error
,243
,068
,049

Standardized
Coefficients

T

Sig.

8,978
3,078
4,232

,000
,002
,000

Beta
,241
,332

Purchase Intention
Promotion duration, convenience, past experience, trust and attitudes’ affects on
purchase intention are tested. Just past experience is found to be significantly
effective (See Table 5.23). All VIF values are found to be smaller than 2.
Attitude’s effect on intention is proposed to be more carefully analyzed since they
are the two of the major factors in the model. Independent t test is conducted whether
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there is a difference in purchase intention between respondents that have positive or
negative attitude.
Table 5.23 : Regression Analysis Results for Purchasing Intention
Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error

Model

(Constant)
,729
Convenience
,026
Past Experience
,650
Trust
,065
Attitude
,021
Promotion
,043
Duration
Note: Adjusted R Square: 0,403

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta

,466
,100
,078
,120
,103
,062

T

,017
,601
,038
,014
,043

Sig.

1,563
,256
8,360
,544
,206
,692

,120
,798
,000
,587
,837
,490

With respect to analysis, equal variances are assumed since its significance is smaller
than 0,05, there has found a significant difference in purchase intentions between
groups, respondents that have positive attitudes, have more intentions (since its mean
is higher).
Table 5.24 : Independent t Test for Attitude and Intention

Purchase
Intention

Purchase
Intention

Attitude
Revised
Negative
Attitude
Positive
Attitude

Equal
Variances
Assumed
Equal
Variances Not
Assumed

N
5

Mean
3,1333

Std. Deviation
1,28236

Std. Error Mean
,57349
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4,0149

,69084

,06528

Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances
t-test for Equality of Means
F
Sig.
T
df
Sig. (2-tailed)
6,082
,015
-2,680
115
,008

-1,527

4,104

,200

Further analysis is also performed for promotion duration’s effect on purchase
intention since limited duration of discounts is one of the main characteristics of the
private shopping websites. With respect to independent t test results, promotion
duration’s effect on purchase intention is found to be significant. Brands are the other
main characteristics of the private shopping websites. The same test has been
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performed in order to test brand image’s relationship between perceived value and
attitude. There were no significant relationships been found.
Sales promotions’ effects on perceived value and attitude are tested separately since
they are measured by a different, ordinal scale. Chi-Square Test is performed.
Meaningful results are obtained by separating sales promotions into monetary and
non-monetary promotions. It has been found that perceived value is higher for nonmonetary promotions. However, significant relationships have not been found
between sales promotions and attitude.
The relationship between purchase intention and actual purchase is analyzed by the
Chi-Square test. With 0,017 significance, there found a positive relationship between
intention and actual purchase as has been proposed by many studies. Respondents
that have high intentions, realize more purchases with respect to respondents that
have low intentions (see Table 5.25).
Table 5.25 : Chi-Square Test Results for Purchase Intention – Actual Purchase
Relationship
Private shopping frequency
low
PI

1,00

Count

Total

3

2

22

12,6

5,0

4,3

22,0

% within PI

77,3%

13,6%

9,1%

100,0%

% within Private shopping
frequency
% of Total

24,3%

10,7%

8,3%

18,0%

13,9%

2,5%

1,6%

18,0%

38

10

12

60

34,4

13,8

11,8

60,0

% within PI

63,3%

16,7%

20,0%

100,0%

% within Private shopping
frequency
% of Total

54,3%

35,7%

50,0%

49,2%

31,1%

8,2%

9,8%

49,2%

15

15

10

40

23,0

9,2

7,9

40,0

% within PI

37,5%

37,5%

25,0%

100,0%

% within Private shopping
frequency
% of Total

21,4%

53,6%

41,7%

32,8%

12,3%

12,3%

8,2%

32,8%

Count
Expected Count

3,00

high

17

Expected Count

2,00

middle

Count
Expected Count
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Table 5.25 : Chi-Square Test Results for Purchase Intention – Actual Purchase
Relationship (Contd)
Private Shopping Frequency
low
70

middle
28

high
24

Total
122

70,0

28,0

24,0

122,0

% within PI

57,4%

23,0%

19,7%

100,0%

% within Private shopping
frequency
% of Total
Note: Pearson Chi-Square Significance: 0,017

100,0%

100,0% 100,0%

100,0%

Total

Count
Expected Count

57,4%

23,0%

19,7%

100,0%

5.5 Moderating Effects of Demographic Variables
Many studies pointed out the behavioral differences between males and females.
They are described to be different by their nature and claimed to be focused on
different things. For example, women focus more on ease of use, whereas men focus
on usefulness (Dennis et al., 2009). Prior purchases and gender are found to be
affective on purchase intentions (Jayawardhena et al., 2007). In that manner,
demographics’ mediating effects on attitude and intention is analyzed. Since age,
education level and income present a rather stable distribution, gender’s effects on
attitude and intention are tested with the independent t test. For attitude, no
differences between genders have been found (significance is more than 0,05) (See
Table 5.26). The same result is valid for purchase intention (See Table 5.27) and
actual purchases.
It has also been found by the Chi-Square test that individuals’ preference between
monetary and non-monetary promotions is independent from their income level.
After conducting hypothesis tests, it can be concluded that the SOR paradigm
utilized in the model is appropriate. Half of the stimuli are found to be effective on
response over organism. Considering relationships between attitude, intention and
behavior, TRA and TPB are partially supported, since social factors are found to be
non-significant. Additionally TAM has not been supported since navigation
(perceived ease of use) and convenience (perceived usefulness) found to be nonsignificant, which need further investigation.
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Table 5.26 : Independent t Test for Gender’s Effect on Attitude
Attitude

Attitude

Gender
Female
Male

Equal
Variances
Assumed
Equal
Variances Not
Assumed

N
Mean
77
3,97
39
3,92
Levene's Test for
Equality of
Variances
F
Sig.
1,165
,283

Std. Deviation
,688
,807

Std. Error Mean
,078
,129

t-test for Equality of Means
T
df
Sig. (2-tailed)
,355
114
,723

,337

66,570

,737

Table 5.27 : Independent t Test for Gender’s Effect on Purchase Intention
Attitude

Attitude

Gender
Female
Male

Equal
Variances
Assumed
Equal
Variances Not
Assumed

N
Mean
114
3,7865
67
3,6816
Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances
F
Sig.
,177
,674

Std. Deviation
,84039
,92192

Std. Error Mean
,07871
,11263

t-test for Equality of Means
T
df
Sig. (2-tailed)
,782
179
,435

,764

128,328

,446

In total thirty hypotheses were developed, three other hypotheses are added to the
model later with respect to factor analysis results. Fifteen of these thirty-three
hypotheses are supported. Summary of the all hypotheses developed/revised and
corresponding test results are presented in Table 5.28.
Table 5.28 : Summary of the Hypothesis Tests
HYPOTHESIS
H1a1: Perceived interactivity of a private shopping website will be
positively influenced by the web atmospherics - information.
H1a2: Perceived interactivity of a private shopping website will be
positively influenced by the web atmospherics - presentation.
H1b: Perceived interactivity of a private shopping website will be
positively influenced by the ease of navigation.
H2a1: Perceived value will be positively influenced by the web
atmospherics – information
H2a2: Perceived value will be positively influenced by the web
atmospherics – presentation
H2b: Perceived value will be positively influenced by the ease of
navigation.
H2c: Perceived value will be positively influenced by the category width
presented by the website.
H2d: Perceived value will be positively influenced by the presented brands’
image on the website.
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RESULT
SUPPORTED
SUPPORTED
NOT SUPPORTED
NOT SUPPORTED
SUPPORTED
NOT SUPPORTED
NOT SUPPORTED
NOT SUPPORTED

Table 5.28 : Summary of the Hypothesis Tests (Contd)
HYPOTHESIS
H2e: Perceived value will be positively influenced by the product variety
within individual campaigns.
H2f: Perceived value will be positively influenced by the discount rates.
H2g: Perceived value will be positively influenced by the sales promotions
that the website offers.
H2h: Perceived value will be positively influenced by the member’s
satisfaction with customer services provided.
H2i: Perceived value will be positively influenced by the interactivity of the
website.
H2j: Perceived value will be positively influenced by the social factors.
H3a: Attitude towards the private shopping website will be positively
influenced by the value perceived by its members.
H3b1: Attitude towards a private shopping website will be positively
influenced by the web atmospherics - information.
H3b2: Attitude towards a private shopping website will be positively
influenced by the web atmospherics - presentation.
H3c: Attitude towards a private shopping website will be positively
influenced by the ease of navigation.
H3d: Attitude towards a private shopping website will be positively
influenced by the category width presented by the website.
H3e: Attitude towards a private shopping website will be positively
influenced by presented brands’ image on the website.
H3f: Attitude towards a private shopping website will be positively
influenced by product variety within individual campaigns.
H3g: Attitude towards a private shopping website will be positively
influenced by the discount rates.
H3h: Attitude towards a private shopping website will be positively
influenced by the sales promotions that the website offers.
H3i: Attitude towards a private shopping website will be positively
influenced by the member’s satisfaction with customer services provided.
H3j: Attitude towards a private shopping website will be positively
influenced by the interactivity of the website.
H4a: Trust in a private shopping website will be positively influenced by
the attitude towards it.
H4b: Trust in a private shopping website will be positively influenced by
the past online shopping experiences of its members.
H5a: Intention to purchase from a private shopping website will be
positively influenced by the attitude.
H5b: Intention to purchase from a private shopping website will be
negatively influenced by the promotion duration.
H5c: Intention to purchase from a private shopping website will be
positively influenced by convenience.
H5d: Intention to purchase from a private shopping website will be
positively influenced by the trust in it.
H5e: Intention to purchase from a private shopping website will be
positively influenced by the past online shopping experiences of its
members.
H6: Actual purchases from a private shopping website will be positively
influenced by intentions to purchase from a private shopping website.

RESULT
NOT SUPPORTED
SUPPORTED
SUPPORTED
SUPPORTED
SUPPORTED
NOT SUPPORTED
SUPPORTED
NOT SUPPORTED
NOT SUPPORTED
NOT SUPPORTED
NOT SUPPORTED
NOT SUPPORTED
NOT SUPPORTED
NOT SUPPORTED
NOT SUPPORTED
NOT SUPPORTED
SUPPORTED
SUPPORTED
SUPPORTED
SUPPORTED
SUPPORTED
NOT SUPPORTED
NOT SUPPORTED
SUPPORTED
SUPPORTED

Significant relationships that has been found in the tested model is shown in the
Figure 5.1 below.
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Figure 5.1 : Significant Relationships Found in the Tested Consumer Behavior Model
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6. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS
This study examines the private shopping concept and consumer behavior towards
these websites. It provides a detailed literature review of the relevant topics and tests
an comprehensive consumer behavior model. This last section of the thesis includes
interpretation of the results obtained by statistical analyses, its theoretical and
managerial implications, limitations and suggestions for future research.
Web atmospherics (information and presentation), customer services (satisfaction
and interaction), discounts and sales promotions are found to be the most significant
factors that constitute an individual’s (a member’s) perceived value, his/her attitude
and intention towards purchasing from a private shopping website.
Web atmospherics’ significant and navigation’s non-significant effects on customer
service interaction shows that consumers are more interested on visuals and
presentational elements than the ease of use. Since they can buy products with very
convenient prices and enjoy the online shopping atmosphere, well-designed website
and communication elements enable members to interact with the website.
Majority of the respondents are young adults, are using the Internet for a long time
and have high Internet literacy, therefore one could expect that ease of navigation is
non-significant because of users’ competence. The same is also valid convenience
(ease of ordering), since most of the respondents are online shoppers (light or heavy),
they have an online ordering experience, therefore stepwise order fulfillment
procedures do not bother them.
Discount rates, web atmospherics (information - presentation), sales promotions and
customer services (interaction - satisfaction) are significant determinants of value
perceived by consumers. Both fair prices, fun shopping mediums, and high service
quality, create one of the most popular shopping environments for current young
adult generation, also taking into account other external factors (social, economical,
cultural etc.).
Perceived value and customer service – interaction are the only factors that have
been affecting attitude towards private shopping websites. So it can be concluded
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that stimuli are not directly affecting the attitude, it affects over perceived value.
Most of the respondents are members of the three leading websites in the industry,
which have a certain level of service quality. That is why respondents may be
exposed to qualified services and have not evaluated to satisfaction-related survey
items as important.
Past experiences and attitude are found to be significant on consumers’ trust on
private shopping websites. Attitude, promotion duration and past experiences are
found to be significant on members’ purchase intentions. After individuals determine
their attitudes, in order to specify their purchase behavior, their past experiences
regarding online shopping have been taken into account. Past experiences are more
effective than trust on intentions; members are more influenced by their experiences
while making a purchase decision than their trust to that website. This result may
denote members’ paying less attention to relationship building with the websites.
Promotion duration is an important determinant on behavior by prompting
consumers’ unplanned and impulse purchases.
Demographics of the respondents indicate certain patterns regarding their age group,
income and spending. Most of the respondents in this study were female but is has
been widely recognized that women are more into fashion, shopping and discounts.
Interestingly, brand image is found to be non-significant on perceived value and
brand image. Either members are just interested in trendy items with discounts or
most of these websites offer moderate level of quality with the brands that it offers,
an issue that requires future attention in order to evaluate “brand” dimension of the
private shopping concept more closely. Category width and product variety within
individual campaigns’ non-significance is also a surprising result (just product
variety’s direct effect on attitude has 0,067 significance value). It can be concluded
that consumers do not evaluate these websites as “online department stores” with
discounts; they are navigating between the campaigns to catch good deals.
With respect to demographics of online consumers, Turkey can be evaluated as an
under-developed/developing country with respect to European, American and Far
Eastern consumers. However, considering private shopping, Turkish online
consumers present a more homogeneous distribution and distribute closer to
developed countries’ online consumer demographics.
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The study presented includes very comprehensive literature reviews about ecommerce, sales promotions, online retailing and private shopping. Moreover, by
being based on a comprehensive consumer behavior model and modifying it with
other resources for private shopping concept, it constitutes an interesting base for a
field study. This thesis stands as the one of the few academic resources that analyses
the 10-year-old private shopping concept and produces interesting insights.
6.1 Theoretical and Managerial Implications
This thesis includes a comprehensive consumer behavior model but the model can be
revised with respect to other perspectives or theories depending on research
objectives. The model here is developed based on several general e-consumer
behavior models and modified for private shopping, therefore producing effective
results.
The study produces many useful managerial insights. It suggests that managers
should mostly focus on web atmospherics and customer services beside their core
tasks (brands and discounts). Website atmospherics and elements should be designed
carefully and creative presentations, combined with rich content and quick access to
webpages trade-off, shall attract online consumers and members, increase their
visiting frequencies and time spent on the websites.
Websites should denote their values and promises clearly and do not break them in
order to build trust-based relationships with their members. Consumers evaluate
delivery fees and durations as one of the most problematic aspects, therefore
websites can differentiate themselves on rapid and free deliveries and gain
consumer’s favor against competitors.
Websites’ main purposes should be to present new, interesting, attractive campaigns
each new day, promote themselves and their offerings and do not compensate from
high levels of service standards.
Consumers are not aware of or utilize social networks or other online platforms in
order to communicate with each other. Therefore, after maintaining certain level of
existence, websites can transfer their spending to areas that are more vital.
The managers should carefully monitor supply & logistics problems and
manufacturers/designers’ demands for going online without intermediaries.
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There are many private shopping websites in the market however, in time the weak
ones will fall and successful leaders will stay on the market. There are many
opportunities for diversification in the market, which should be carefully planned and
evaluated. Different brand and/or discount based business models may achieve
unpredictable success.
In Turkey, legislation regarding e-commerce is insufficient; activities are mostly
focused on public industries and therefore the industry players both with consumers
are trying to set the standards for the market (Topaloğlu, 2009) and develop it even
more (Ene, 2007).
Online shopping’s percentage in the overall shopping activities are just 2% and
expected to reach up to 20% in 2013 (Üner, 2010). With respect to overall
population, just few percentages of individuals are shopping online but expected to
grow increasingly in time. Turkish online retailing market is in its beginning-growth
stage (Turan, 2008) and therefore existing businesses and entrepreneurs should
carefully monitor the environment and take appropriate actions in order to achieve
success.
6.2 Limitations and Future Research
Considering several million member bases of private shopping websites, data
collected for this study is insufficient with respect to time and financial constraints.
Although it is sufficient with respect to reliability values, in order to produce more
valid results, higher reliability have to be achieved. However, the study presents a
useful starting point.
Another limitation of the study is that indirect and loop effects of dimensions are
neglected in order to simplify the model. Trust’s effects on customer services, social
factors’ effects on trust etc. should also be analyzed in order to discover significant
relationships of different factors in the consumer purchasing process.
Web atmospherics and customer services are found to be major dimensions in
consumer decision-making process. Future studies may focus on which elements and
aspects of these dimensions are more important in order to help the websites to
improve themselves and their service level, therefore customer satisfaction.
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In time, the model should be verified and measured with a broader sample, in order
to monitor progresses both from consumer and business sides, considering the
dynamic nature of the Internet.
The same model can be modified and tested for other online business models such as
collective buying websites, auction websites, coupon websites etc. considering these
business models’ natural characteristics.
Private shopping is a very interesting subject that has to be evaluated from different
perspectives. In this study customer, sales promotion and website features based
indicators have been utilized however, different perspectives (from fashion, brand,
logistics, supplement, manufacturers/designers, websites’ own operations, more
various product categories etc.) can be adapted and analyzed individually or
collectively in order to provide theoretical and practical implications.
Turkey is a developing country with a significant youth population. ICT knowledge,
Internet access and its utilization for different purposes are increasing every day.
Therefore, many studies, especially qualitative studies, about e-commerce, its
applications and perspectives of different parties (government, households,
companies etc.) is required to be performed in order to understand, follow and
contribute to these developments in order to go through them more consciously.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A. Conducted Survey

Tüketicilerin Özel Alışveriş Sitelerine Karşı
Tutumları
Bu anket, tüketicilerin özel alıĢveriĢ sitelerine karĢı
tutumlarını ölçmek ve bu tutumlarında etkili olan faktörleri
belirlemek amacı ile tasarlanmıĢtır. Ayrıca tüketicilerin
Ġnternet kullanım alıĢkanlıklarının ölçülmesi de
hedeflenmektedir.
Anketten sağlanacak olan veriler, Yrd. Doç. Dr. Elif
KARAOSMANOĞLU danıĢmanlığında yürütülen, Ġstanbul
Teknik Üniversitesi, Fen Bilimleri Enstitüsü, ĠĢletme
Mühendisliği Yüksek Lisans Programı Bitirme Tezi
kapsamında kullanılacaktır.
Anketten sağlanacak veriler, sadece akademik çalıĢma kapsamında ve bilimsel amaçlı
kullanılacak olup, tasarlanan anket hiç bir ticari kaygı taĢımamaktadır.
Katılımınız ve Bitirme Tezi'me sağlayacağınız katkılardan ötürü teĢekkür ederim.
Suna AKALIN
ĠTÜ ĠĢletme Mühendisliği YL Programı
SAYFA 1
Ġnternet Kullanımı ve Ġnternet Üzerinden AlıĢveriĢ
1) Kaç yıldır Ġnternet kullanmaktasınız?
Kullanmıyorum
1-3 yıl
4-6 yıl
7-10 yıl
11 yıl ve üzeri
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2) Kaç yıldır Ġnternet üzerinden ürün ve hizmet alıĢveriĢi yapmaktasınız?
Yapmıyorum (5. soruya geçiniz)
1-3 yıl
4-6 yıl
7-10 yıl
11 yıl ve üzeri

3) Son bir yıl içerisinde kaç kez Ġnternet üzerinden ürün ve hizmet alıĢveriĢi yaptınız?
1-5 kez
6-10 kez
11-20 kez
21 kez ve üzeri

4) Ġnternette alıĢveriĢ yaparken indirimli satıĢlarla özellikle ilgilenir misiniz?
Evet
Hayır

5) Ġnternet kullanım seviyenizi ne Ģekilde değerlendirirsiniz?
Çok Zayıf
Zayıf
Orta
İyi
Çok İyi

SAYFA 2
Özel AlıĢveriĢ Sitelerinin Kullanımı
Özel AlıĢveriĢ siteleri üretici markaların ve tasarımcıların ürünlerinin Ġnternet üzerinden
sınırlı zaman aralığında ve yüksek oranda indirimlerle satıĢa sunan sitelerdir. Ġndirimli
hizmet satıĢı gerçekleĢtiren ġehirFırsatı, Grupfoni, Mekanist v.b. grup satın alma
sitelerinden farklıdır. Bu doğrultuda aĢağıdaki soruları cevaplarken özel alıĢveriĢ sitelerini
göz önünde bulundurunuz.
6) Üretici markaların ve tasarımcıların ürünlerini Ġnternet üzerinden sınırlı zaman
diliminde ve yüksek oranda indirimlerle satıĢa sunan Özel AlıĢveriĢ sitelerinden
haberdar mısınız?
Evet
Hayır
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7) AĢağıdaki Özel AlıĢveriĢ sitelerinden hangilerinde üyelik hesabınız bulunmaktadır?
Birden çok seçeneği iĢaretleyebilirsiniz.
Üye Değilim (9. soruya geçiniz)
Markafoni
Limango
Trendyol
Clubboon
Alamarka
Vipdükkan
Diğer:

8) Üyesi olduğunuz Özel AlıĢveriĢ sitelerini ne sıklıkta takip ediyorsunuz?
Her gün düzenli olarak takip ederim.
Haftada bir takip ederim.
Arada sırada takip ederim.
Sadece ilgilendiğim markaların/tasarımcıların kampanyalarının olup olmadığına
bakarım.
Hiç takip etmem.

9) AĢağıdaki Özel AlıĢveriĢ sitelerinden Ģimdiye kadar hangisi veya hangilerinden
alıĢveriĢ yaptınız? Birden çok seçeneği iĢaretleyebilirsiniz.
Yapmadım (4. sayfa, 15. soruya geçiniz)
Markafoni
Limango
Trendyol
Clubboon
Alamarka
Vipdükkan
Diğer:

10) Son bir yıl içerisinde özel alıĢveriĢ sitelerinden toplamda kaç kez alıĢveriĢ
yaptınız?
1-5 kez
6-10 kez
11-20 kez
21 kez ve üzeri
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SAYFA 3
Özel AlıĢveriĢ siteleri üretici markaların ve tasarımcıların ürünlerinin Ġnternet üzerinden
sınırlı zaman aralığında ve yüksek oranda indirimlerle satıĢa sunan sitelerdir. Ġndirimli
hizmet satıĢı gerçekleĢtiren ġehirFırsatı, Grupfoni, Mekanist v.b. grup satın alma
sitelerinden farklıdır. Bu doğrultuda aĢağıdaki soruları cevaplarken özel alıĢveriĢ sitelerini
göz önünde bulundurunuz.
11) En Sık alıĢveriĢ yaptığınız Özel AlıĢveriĢ sitesini düĢünerek aĢağıdaki
ifadelere katılım seviyenizi belirtiniz.
Kesinlikle
Kesinlikle
Katılmıyorum Kararsızım Katılıyorum
Katılmıyorum
Katılıyorum
WA1. Sitenin görsel tasarımını
(logo, grafik, resim, renkler, ses,
video v.b.) beğeniyorum.
WA2.Sitede kıyafet, aksesuar v.b.
ürünler, mankenler ve fiziksel
ortamlardan yararlanılarak, güzel bir
şekilde sergilenmektedir.
BI3.Sitede yer alan
markalar/tasarımcıların ürünlerinin
kaliteli olduğunu düşünüyorum.
WA4.Sitede markalar ve
tasarımcılarla ilgili yeterince tanıtıcı
bilgiler yer almaktadır.
CW5.Site, geniş ürün
kategorilerinde kampanyalar
sunmaktadır.
BI6.Sitede saygın
markalar/tasarımcılar yer
almaktadır.
N7.Site aradığım içeriğe ulaşmam
konusunda beni yönlendirmektedir.
N8.Site, düzenli bir şekilde
tasarlanmıştır.
N9.Site ve içerisindeki bağlantılar
kısa zaman içerisinde
yüklenmektedir.
BI10.Sitede kaliteli
marka/tasarımcıların yer aldığını
düşünüyorum.
PVC11.Sitedeki her bir
marka/tasarımcı geniş kategorilerde
ürünler sunmaktadır.
WA12.Sitede ürünler, yüksek
çözünürlüklü, anlaşılabilir resimlerle
sunulmaktadır.
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PVC13.Sitedeki her bir
marka/tasarımcı birçok modelde
ürünler sunmaktadır.
DR14.Sitede, uygun fiyatlardaki
ürünler sunulmaktadır.
BI15.Sitede bilinen
markalar/tasarımcılar yer
almaktadır.
DR16.Piyasa fiyatlarını göz önünde
bulundurarak, sitedeki ürünler, çok
uygun fiyatlarda sunulmaktadır.
WA17.Sitede yer alan ürünlerle ilgili
yeterince detaylı içerik ve kullanım
bilgilerinin yer aldığını
düşünüyorum.
DR18.Sitede ürünler için belirtilen
piyasa fiyatı/indirimli fiyat
karşılaştırması gerçekçidir.
N19.Sitede aradığım içeriğe rahat
bir şekilde ulaşabiliyorum.
N20.Genel olarak sitenin kullanımını
kolay buluyorum.

SAYFA 4
Özel AlıĢveriĢ siteleri üretici markaların ve tasarımcıların ürünlerinin Ġnternet üzerinden
sınırlı zaman aralığında ve yüksek oranda indirimlerle satıĢa sunan sitelerdir. Ġndirimli
hizmet satıĢı gerçekleĢtiren ġehirFırsatı, Grupfoni, Mekanist v.b. grup satın alma
sitelerinden farklıdır. Bu doğrultuda aĢağıdaki soruları cevaplarken özel alıĢveriĢ sitelerini
göz önünde bulundurunuz.
En Sık alıĢveriĢ yaptığınız Özel AlıĢveriĢ sitesini düĢünerek, ilgili konu baĢlıklarında
sıralanan aĢağıdaki ifadelere katılım seviyenizi belirtiniz.
12) MüĢteri Hizmetleri Memnuniyeti: (CSS)
Kesinlikle
Kesinlikle
Katılmıyorum Kararsızım Katılıyorum
Katılmıyorum
Katılıyorum
1.Sitede ödeme, teslimat, iade ve
garanti koşulları yeterince açık bir
şekilde belirtilmiştir.
2.Site bana uygun ödeme koşulları
ve alternatifleri sunmaktadır.
3.Ürün/leri koşullara uygun şekilde
iade etmek istediğimde herhangi bir
problem yaşayacağımı
düşünmüyorum.
4.Site bana uygun teslimat koşulları
sunmaktadır.
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5.Önceden belirtilen teslimat
koşullarına uyulacağını
düşünüyorum.
6.Garanti süresi dahilinde ürünlerle
ilgili yaşayacağım olası sorunlarda
site yöneticileri gerekeni
yapacaklardır.

13) ĠletiĢim: (CSC)
Kesinlikle
Kesinlikle
Katılmıyorum Kararsızım Katılıyorum
Katılmıyorum
Katılıyorum
1.Site beni kampanyalarla ilgili,
düzenli olarak e-posta v.b. yollarla
bilgilen irmektedir.
2.Sitenin iletişim bilgilerine internet
sayfası üzerinden rahat bir şekilde
ulaşabiliyorum.
3.Siteyle iletişime geçtiğimde kısa
zaman içerisinde muhatap
bulabiliyorum.
4.Olası problemlerle ilgili olarak, site
beni önceden bilgilendirmektedir.
5.Siteyle facebook v.b. sosyal ağlar
üzerinden kolaylıkla iletişim
kurabiliyorum.
6.Sitenin diğer kullanıcılarıyla sosyal
ağlar v.b. platformlar üzerinden
iletişime geçebilirim.
7.Siteyle şikayetvar v.b. tüketici
platformları üzerinden kolaylıkla
iletişim kurabiliyorum.
8.Sitede problemlere karşı yapıcı,
sorun çözücü şekilde
yaklaşılmaktadırlar.
9.Moda dünyasıyla ilgili haberleri ve
son trendleri sitenin blog’undan
kolaylıkla takip edebilirim.
10.Sitede yer alan
markalar/tasarımcılar konusunda
önerilerimi internet üzerinden
kolaylıkla paylaşabiliyorum.

14) Güven: (T)
Kesinlikle
Kesinlikle
Katılmıyorum Kararsızım Katılıyorum
Katılmıyorum
Katılıyorum
1.Site kişisel bilgilerimi güvenli bir
şekilde saklamaktadır.
2.Geçmiş İnternet üzerinden alışveriş
deneyimlerim siteye olan güvenimi
olumlu etkilemektedir.
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3.Üyelik bilgilerim bana sorulmadan
başka kişi ve kurumlarla paylaşılmaz.
4.Sitenin SSL, 3D Secure gibi
güvenli alışveriş sertifikalarına sahip
olması siteye olan güvünimi olumlu
etkiler.
5.Site kişisel bilgilerimi kötü amaçlı
kullanmamaktadır.
6.Site genel olarak güvenli bir
alışveriş ortamı sunmaktadır.

15) Sosyal Faktörler: (SF)
Kesinlikle
Kesinlikle
Katılmıyorum Kararsızım Katılıyorum
Katılmıyorum
Katılıyorum
1.Aile ve arkadaş çevrem siteye
bakışımı olumlu etkiledi.
2.Yakın çevrem, siteden alışveriş
yaptığım için beni akıllı bulur.
3.Yakın çevrem, siteden alışveriş
yapmama olumlu bakar.
4.Siteden alışveriş yapmak,
çevremde bana saygınlık kazandırır.
5.Sosyal ağ v.b. platformlar siteye
bakışımı olumlu etkiledi.

16) Özel AlıĢveriĢ sitelerinden yaptığınız en son alıĢveriĢinizi göz önünde
bulundurarak aĢağıdaki önermeleri değerlendiriniz.
Kesinlikle
Kesinlikle
Katılmıyorum Kararsızım Katılıyorum
Katılmıyorum
Katılıyorum
PD1.Kampanyanın/ların sınırlı
sürede geçerli olması satın almaya
daha çabuk karar vermemi sağladı.
C2.Satın almaya karar verdiğim
ürün/ler için kolay ve rahat bir
şekilde sipariş verebildim.
PV3.Yaptığım alışveriş harcadığım
maddi manevi tüm çabaya değdi.
PV4.İstediğim ürünü uygun bir fiyata
satın aldım.
C5.Satın almaya karar verdiğim
ürün/ler için hızlı bir şekilde sipariş
verebildim.
PV6.Yaptığım alışveriş bana faydalı
bir deneyim kazandırdı.
PV7.İstediğim ürünü uygun
koşullarda satın aldım.
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17) En Sık alıĢveriĢ yaptığınız Özel AlıĢveriĢ Sitesinin genel imajını değerlendiriniz.
(PV)
Kesinlikle
Kesinlikle
Katılmıyorum Kararsızım Katılıyorum
Katılmıyorum
Katılıyorum
1.Sitede sunulan ürünleri işe yarar ve
nitelikli buluyorum.
2.Sitenin satış sonrası ve müşteri
hizmetlerini etkin buluyorum.
3.Bence site, genel olarak güzel bir
alışveriş ortamı sağlamaktadır.

18) AĢağıda sıralanan, Özel AlıĢveriĢ sitelerinde en çok yer almasını istediğiniz ürün
gruplarını bireysel tercihlerinizi göz önünde bulundurarak en çok tercih ettiğiniz ürün grubu
1, en az tercih ettiğiniz ürün grubu 6 olmak üzere 1'den 6'ya kadar numaralandırınız. (CW)
Kadın giyim ve aksesuar
Erkek giyim ve aksesuar
Çocuk giyim ve aksesuar
Ev tekstil ve aksesuar
Elektronik
Mutfak eşyaları

19) AĢağıda sıralanan, Özel AlıĢveriĢ sitelerinin uyguladıkları promosyon
faaliyetlerini bireysel tercihlerinizi gözönünde bulundurarak, en çok tercih ettiğiniz
promosyon tipini 1, en az tercih promosyon tipini 6 olmak üzere 1'den 6'ya kadar
sıralayınız. (Ġnternet kullanmıyor ve internet üzerinden alıĢveriĢ yapmıyor iseniz, bu
soruyu cevapladıktan sonra lütfen 21. soruya ilerleyiniz.) (SP)
Siteye davet edilen üyelerin ilk alışverişlerinde kazandırdıkları indirim çekleri
Belli tutarın üzerindeki alımlarda geçerli olan bedava kargo hizmeti
Sitenin sunduğu anlık, kısa süreli geçerliliği olan indirim çekleri
Siparişlere eklenen küçük hediyeler (kişisel bakım ürünleri, kitap v.b.)
Siparişlere eklenebilen indirimli ürünler (kişisel bakım ürünleri v.b.)
Çekiliş neticesinde verilen hediyeler (kişisel elektronik v.b.)

20) GeçmiĢte Ġnternet üzerinden yaptığınız tüm alıĢveriĢleri göz önünde bulundurarak
aĢağıdaki ifadeleri değerlendiriniz. (PE)
Kesinlikle
Kesinlikle
Katılmıyorum Kararsızım Katılıyorum
Katılmıyorum
Katılıyorum
1.Geçmişte internet üzerinden
yaptığım alışverişlerden memnun
kaldım.
2.Deneyimlerimi göz önünde
bulundurarak internet alışverişi
konusunda kendimi yeterince yetkin
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görüyorum.
3.Geçmişte özel alışveriş
sitelerinden yaptığım alışverişlerden
memnun kaldım.
4.İnternet alışverişi deneyimlerimi
göz önünde bulundurarak özel
alışveriş sitelerinden rahatlıkla
alışveriş yapabilirim.

21) Özel AlıĢveriĢ Sitelerinin sizin tarafınızdaki genel imajını göz önünde
bulundurarak satın alma niyetinizi değerlendiren aĢağıdaki ifadelere katılım
derecenizi belirtiniz. (PI)
Kesinlikle
Kesinlikle
Katılmıyorum Kararsızım Katılıyorum
Katılmıyorum
Katılıyorum
1.Özel Alışveriş sitelerinden
alışveriş yapmak genel olarak iyi bir
fikir.
2.Önümüzdeki üç ay içerisinde Özel
Alışveriş sitelerinden alışveriş
yapabilirim.
3.Özel alışveriş sitelerinden alışveriş
yapmalarını çevreme tavsiye
edebilirim.

SAYFA 5
22) KiĢisel Bilgiler:
Cinsiyetiniz:
Kadın
Erkek

23) YaĢınız:
16 - 24
25 - 40
41 - 55
56 - ..

24) Eğitim Durumunuz:
İlköğretim
Lise
Üniversite
Yüksek Lisans
Doktora
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25) Aylık Geliriniz:
0 - 500 TL
501 TL - 1000 TL
1001 TL - 2000 TL
200

TL - 3000 TL

3001 TL - 5000 TL
5001 TL - ....

26) AĢağıdaki ürünlerden hangisi veya hangilerine sahipsiniz?
Ev
Yazlık
Araba
Buzdolabı
Çamaşır Makinesi
Bulaşık Makinesi
LCD TV
Ev Sineması
Masaüstü Bilgisayar
Dizüstü Bilgisayar
Cep Telefonu
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